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ВВЕДЕНИЕ 
 
Курс «Практическая фонетика английского языка» рассчитан на 218 
часов практических занятий в течение двух лет. 144 часа практических 
занятий на первом курсе посвящены работе над звуками и сочетаниями 
звуков, овладению ритмической организацией английской речи и её 
мелодикой. На втором курсе студенты знакомятся с тоногруппой, 
значением тонов; пытаются строить и строят свою речь в соответствии с 
новой/не новой информацией как доминирующий коммуникант и учатся 
употреблять в речи тоногруппы в высоком и низком регистре. 
 
ФОРМЫ КОНТРОЛЯ 
 
Программа предусматривает текущий контроль в форме письменных 
и устных тестов по всем темам, два устных коллоквиума в первом и 
втором семестрах, итоговые письменные тесты в каждом семестре и 
итоговый экзамен в устной форме в четвертом семестре. 
 В конце первого семестра билет коллоквиума состоит из четырех 
заданий: 
1) описание артикуляции согласного звука; 
2) описание артикуляции гласного монофтонга или дифтонга; 
3) чтение слов в транскрипции; 
4) транскрибирование лексических единиц.  
 В конце второго семестра билет коллоквиума включает в себя: 
1) теоретический вопрос по просодическим явлениям английского 
языка; 
2) анализ явлений ассимиляции в сочетаниях согласных звуков; 
3) чтение неразмеченного отрывка оригинального текста с 
последующим анализом интонационных моделей и звуковых явлений; 
4) использование интонации заученных наизусть диалогов и текстов. 
 Состав экзаменационного билета учитывает весь комплекс 
фонетических навыков и умений, лежащий в основе овладения 
произносительной нормой изучаемого иностранного языка. В соответствии 
с указанной направленностью экзаменационный билет включает вопросы 
на проверку теоретических знаний по всему курсу, а также задания 
репродуктивного и продуктивного характера. А именно: 
1) теоретический вопрос по сегментной фонетике; 
2) теоретический вопрос по просодическим явлениям и 
характеристикам английской речи; 
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3) чтение фрагмента текста или микродиалога по интонационной 
разметке и умение соотнести идентифицируемые модели с 
соответствующим слуховым эталоном; 
4) употребление интонационно оформленных высказываний в 
соответствии с их семантикой и ролью в заданном коммуникативном 
контексте. 
Итоговая оценка на экзамене представляет собой среднее 
арифметическое четырех итоговых письменных тестов, двух 
коллоквиумов и оценки на экзамене. 
 
НОРМЫ ОЦЕНКИ 
 
Письменные тесты оцениваются по десятибалльной системе (от 1 до 
10), согласно которой 10 баллов выставляется при условии правильного 
выполнения 100 – 95 % работы, а 3 балла соответствуют менее 69 %  
(т.е. 2/3) правильно выполненных заданий. Отсутствие работы или отказ от 
ответа по неуважительной причине соответствует оценке 0 баллов. 
95 – 100 % 
91 – 94 % 
87 – 90 % 
83 – 86 % 
79 – 82 % 
75 – 78 % 
70 – 74 % 
60 – 69 % 
50 – 59 % 
менее 50 % 
–10 баллов 
– 9 баллов 
– 8 баллов 
– 7 баллов 
– 6 баллов 
– 5 баллов 
– 4 балла 
– 3 балла 
– 2 балла 
– 1 балл 
 
СОДЕРЖАНИЕ КУРСА  
«ПРАКТИЧЕСКАЯ ФОНЕТИКА АНГЛИЙСКОГО ЯЗЫКА» 
1 курс 
Общие сведения 
Понятие о фонетике как науке и учебной дисциплине. 
Понятие о звуковом строе языка и его компонентах. 
Органы речи и их функции в образовании звуков. 
Понятие о фонеме. Принципы классификации английских гласных и 
согласных фонем. 
Понятие о транскрипции. 
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Фонетическое описание английских гласных и согласных звуков 
Гласные 
Гласные переднего ряда: 
[J], [I], [e], [x] 
Гласные смешанного (среднего) ряда: 
[E:], [q], [A] 
Гласные заднего ряда: 
[R], [P], [L], [H], [V] 
Дифтонги: 
[aI], [eI], [OI], [Iq], [eq], [Vq], [aV], [qV] 
Сочетания дифтонгов с нейтральным гласным, т.н. трехэлементные 
гласные или трифтонги: 
[aIq], [eIq], [OIq], [aVq], [qVq] 
Согласные 
Фрикативные (щелевые): 
[f], [v], [s], [z], [S], [Z], [T], [D], [h] 
Смычно-взрывные: 
[p], [b], [t], [d], [k], [g], [C], [G] 
Носовые сонанты: 
[m], [n], [N] 
Боковой сонант: 
[l] 
Скользящие сонанты: 
[w], [j], [r] 
Фонетическая реализация английских гласных и согласных фонем 
Коартикуляция и аллофоническое варьирование звуков в связной речи. 
Аспирация глухих смычно-взрывных согласных [p, t, k]. 
Степени аспирации в зависимости от позиции согласных в слове. 
Различия в силе артикуляции звонких и глухих согласных. 
Ассимиляция как результат коартикуляции согласных. 
Противопоставление по фортисности / ленисности. Явления фрикативного 
взрыва, бокового взрыва, носового взрыва, потери взрыва. 
Ассимиляция по месту образования преграды в сочетаниях альвеолярно-
апикальных согласных [t, d, n, l, s, z] с дентальными согласными [T, D]. 
Ассимиляция по работе голосовых связок и по месту / способу образования 
в сочетаниях смычно-взрывных согласных [t, d, p, b, k, g] с заальвеолярным 
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сонантом [r]. Взаимная ассимиляция. Ассимиляция в звукосочетаниях 
смычных и щелевых согласных с губно-губным сонантом [w]. 
Отсутствие ассимиляции в сочетаниях звонких и глухих согласных внутри 
слога и на стыке слогов и слов.  
Особенности произнесения межсловных стыков типа гласный+гласный, 
согласный+гласный, гласный+согласный в связной речи. 
Явление элизии. 
Позиционная долгота гласных в английском языке. Модификация 
длительности долгих и кратких гласных в зависимости от позиции в слове 
и во фразе, от фразового ударения и мелодического контура. 
Фонетическая реализация морфем 
Фонетические варианты морфемы s: произнесение окончания 
множественного числа существительных, существительных в 
притяжательном падеже, глаголов в 3-м лице единственного числа в 
Present Simple Tense, глагола is в сокращенной форме. 
Фонетические варианты морфемы ed. 
Произнесение ing-форм. 
Просодические явления и характеристики английской речи 
Слог, ударение, ритм 
Понятие о слоге. Английские гласные в ударных и безударных слогах.  
Редукция гласных и сохранение полного качества гласных в безударной 
позиции в слове. 
Слогообразующая функция сонантов. 
Словесное ударение. 
Понятие об акцентно-ритмической структуре слова. Акцентные типы слов 
в английском языке. Слова с одним и двумя ударениями. Слова с 
равноценными и неравноценными ударениями. 
Фразовое ударение в английском языке. Типы и виды фразового ударения: 
ядерное, предъядерное, полное, частичное. 
Особенности дистрибуции полного и частичного ударения во фразе. 
Зависимость фонетической реализации слова от фразового ударения: 
редукция служебных слов. Основы ритмической организации фразы.  
Понятие об акцентно-ритмической группе как основной единице ритма.  
Состав акцентно-ритмической группы, особенности ее фонетической 
реализации в английской фразе. 
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Высотно-мелодическая (тональная) организация речи 
Понятие об интонационной группе и тональном контуре. Элементы 
интонационной структуры. 
Понятие о тоне. Статический и кинетический тоны. Терминальные тоны. 
Позиция ядерного тона во фразе. 
Нисходящий тональный контур (The Glide-Down). 
Восходящий тональный контур 1 (The Glide-Up). 
Восходящий тональный контур 2 (The Take-Off). 
Нисходяще-восходящий тональный контур (The Dive). 
Употребление тональных контуров в повествовательных и побудительных 
высказываниях, в общих, специальных, разделительных и альтернативных 
вопросах, в разговорных формулах. 
 
ПРАКТИЧЕСКИЕ ЗАНЯТИЯ 
Наименование тем практических занятий и их содержание Количество часов
1 курс 1 семестр  
Речевой аппарат. Понятие о звуке, фонеме. Транскрипция. 2 
Гласные и согласные звуки, их классификация. 2 
Фрикативные согласные. Монофтонги. 20 
Смычно-взрывные согласные. Монофтонги. 18 
Носовые согласные. Дифтонги. 6 
Боковой согласный. Дифтонги. 6 
Глайды. Трифтонги. 8 
Коллоквиум. 4 
Повторение. 6 
  
1 курс 2 семестр  
Буквосочетания согласных. 16 
Ударение. 10 
Ритм. 4 
Плавность речи. 8 
Интонация. 24 
Интонация. 24 
Коллоквиум. 4 
Повторение. 6 
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Обязательными базовыми учебниками по данному курсу в первом и 
во втором семестрах являются J.D. O’Connor «Better English Pronunciation» 
с двумя кассетами, содержащий теоретическую основу курса, и A. Baker 
«Ship or Sheep» с тремя кассетами, представляющий собой практическое 
пособие по овладению произносительными навыками. В этих же семестрах 
предполагается выполнение лабораторных работ по пособию P. Roach 
«English Phonetics and Phonology» (кассеты с таким же названием можно 
найти в языковой лаборатории) и планируется активное привлечение курса 
«Headway Pronunciation» уровней Elementary, Pre-Intermediate, Intermediate 
(кассеты там же). 
В первом семестре изучаются шесть разделов, каждый раздел 
начинается с ключевых терминов, затем излагаются теоретические основы 
темы, за ними следуют лабораторные работы, если они включены в курс, и 
вопросы на самоконтроль. Каждый раздел завершает стихотворение на 
отработку английского ритма, которые были привлечены из пособия «Jazz 
Chants». Во втором семестре изучаются пять разделов. Структура разделов 
второго семестра идентична первому. 
Хотелось бы подчеркнуть важность самостоятельной работы с 
аудиоматериалами в лаборатории и дома для приобретения произношения, 
близкого к RP (Received Pronunciation), так как только каждодневная, 
кропотливая работа со звуками, ритмическими структурами и 
интонационными единицами иноязычной речи дает, как правило, 
ощутимые результаты. Все необходимые аудиоматериалы можно найти в 
компьютерно-лингофонном кабинете. Лабораторные работы, некоторые 
упражнения из пособия «Pronunciation Tasks» и стихотворения находятся 
на кассете УМК 1 для Вашего удобства. 
Осознавая трудность и важность Вашей учебной задачи, желаем Вам 
усердия и терпения. А успехи обязательно будут. 
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Unit 1 
 
ORGANS OF SPEECH 
VOWELS AND THEIR CLASSIFICATION 
CONSONANTS AND THEIR CLASSIFICATION 
TRANSCRIPTION 
 
Lesson Topic Hours References 
1 Organs of speech. Transcription. 2 O’Connor – p.13 – 22 
2 Vowels and their classification.  
Consonants and their classification.
2 O’Connor – p.1 – 12 
 
1. Key words 
 lungs 
 wind-pipe 
larynx 
vocal cords 
glottis 
pharynx 
mouth cavity 
nasal cavity 
alveolar ridge (teeth-ridge) 
hard palate 
soft palate 
uvular 
tongue 
teeth 
lips 
vowel 
cardinal vowels 
consonant 
phoneme  
transcription  
 
2. Theoretical background 
2.1 Organs of speech 
All speech sounds of English are made with some movement of air when 
it moves out of the lungs /lANz/. We draw it into the lungs quickly and we 
release it slowly. The air passes through the wind-pipe /'wInd paIp/ and comes 
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to the larynx /'lxrINks/. The larynx has several very important functions in 
speech. It is situated in the neck. The front of the larynx comes to a point and 
you can feel this point at the front of your neck – particularly if you are a man 
and/or slim. This point is commonly called the Adam’s Apple. Inside the larynx 
there are the vocal cords /'vqVkql kLdz/ (vocal folds /fqVldz/). These are two 
thick bands of muscle (like elastic tissue) lying opposite each other across the air 
passage, rather like a pair of lips (see Figure 1). At the front the vocal cords are 
joined together. The opening between the vocal cords is called glottis /'glPtIs/. If 
the vocal cords are apart we say that the glottis is open; if they are pressed 
together we say that the glottis is closed. This seems quite simple, but in fact we 
produce a very complex range of changes in the vocal cords and their positions. 
These changes are often important in speech. 
 
 
Figure 1. The vocal cords 
 
So, we distinguish 4 main positions of the vocal cords: 
1. Wide apart  (Fig. 1a) 
The vocal cords are wide apart for normal breathing and usually for 
voiceless consonants. 
2. Narrow glottis  (Fig. 1b) 
If air is passed through the glottis when it is narrowed, the result is a fricative 
sound [h].  
3. Vibration  (Fig. 1c) 
When the edges of the vocal cords are touching each other, or nearly 
touching, air passing through the glottis will cause vibration. Air is pressed 
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from the lungs and this air pushes the vocal cords apart for a moment so that 
a little air escapes. Then the vocal cords are brought together again. Then the 
air will force them apart again, and they will close again. This opening and 
closing happens very quickly (it may take place as many as 800 times per 
second) and is repeated regularly. If the vocal cords vibrate we will hear the 
sound that we call voice.  
4. Tightly closed  (Fig. 1d) 
The vocal cords can be firmly pressed together so that air cannot pass 
between them. When this happens in speech we call it a glottal stop. The 
compression of the air may be very great and when the vocal cords are 
opened suddenly the air bursts out with a sort of coughing noise. 
 After passing through the larynx, the air goes to the pharynx /'fxrINks/. It 
is a tube which begins just above the larynx. It is about 7 cm long in women and 
about 8 cm in men, and at its top it is divided into two, one part being the back 
of the mouth cavity /'kxvItI/ and the other being the beginning of the nasal 
cavity (see Figure 2).  
  
 
                                           
        nose                      
 
       upper lip 
      tongue 
   
          
 
     
 
 
 
                   larynx 
 
Figure 2. The articulators 
 
The soft palate /sPft 'pxlqt/ can be touched by the tongue. It can move: it 
can be raised so that it touches the back wall of the pharynx and this stops the 
breath from going up into the nasal cavity and forces it to go into the mouth 
only. In its lowered position, the soft palate allows the breath to pass out through 
the nose. This is the normal position of the soft palate when we are not speaking 
but breathing quietly with our mouth closed.   It ends in a point called the uvula 
/'jHvjVlq/.   
lower teeth
pharynx 
hard 
palate
     lower lip 
upper teeth
alveolar ridge     
soft palate (velum) 
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The hard palate is often called the ‘roof of the mouth’. It is the highest part 
of the palate, between the soft palate and the alveolar ridge. You can feel its 
smooth curved surface with your tongue. It is fixed in its position. 
 The alveolar ridge /xl'vIqlq rIG/ (or the teethridge /'tJTrIG/) is between 
the top front teeth and the hard palate. You can feel its shape with your tongue. 
Its surface is rather rough and is covered with little ridges.  
 The tongue /tAN/ is, of course, the most important organ of speech and it 
can be moved into many different places and different shapes. It is usual to 
divide the tongue into several parts: tip, blade, front, back, sides. The back of 
the tongue lies under the soft palate when the tongue is at rest.; the front lies 
under the hard palate; the tip and the blade lie under the alveolar ridge, the tip 
being the most forward part of all and the blade between the tip and the front. 
The tip and the blade are very mobile. The front can be flat or it can be raised to 
the hard palate. The back of the tongue too can be flat or it can be raised to 
touch the soft palate. The sides of the tongue may be either curved upwards to 
meet the sides of the palate or left flat.  
 The teeth (upper and lower). The lower teeth are not important in speech 
except that if they are missing certain sounds will be difficult to make. But the 
upper front teeth are used in English to some extent. 
 The lips (upper and lower) are important in speech. They can take up 
different positions. They can be pressed together (when we produce sounds [p, b], 
brought into contact with the teeth (as in [f, v]), or rounded (for vowels like [H]).  
 
2.2 Vowels and their classification 
Vowels /'vaVqlz/ are sounds in which there is no obstruction to the flow of 
air as it passes from the larynx to the lips. They differ from each other in several 
ways. We need a very accurate way of classifying the vowels. Phoneticians have 
developed a set of vowels, arranged in a diagram, which are not the vowels of 
any particular language. These are cardinal vowels which represent the extreme 
points of vowel quality that the human organs of speech can make. It is 
traditional to describe vowels of any language by comparing them with these 
cardinal vowels (see Figure 3).  
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Figure 3. Vowels 
 
The first thing to consider is the shape and position of the tongue. 
1. Tongue height or the vertical distance between the tongue and the palate. It 
can be changed by moving the tongue up and down. According to this 
principle vowels can be divided into:  
• close 
• half-close 
• half-open 
• open 
2. Shape of the tongue or the part of the tongue (front or back) which is the 
highest point in our mouth. According to this principle vowels can be: 
• front 
• central 
• back 
3. Lip-rounding or position of the lips. We will consider only three 
possibilities: 
• rounded (corners of lips are brought towards each other and the lips 
are pushed forwards) 
• spread (lips move away from each other, as for a smile) 
• neutral (the lips are neither rounded nor spread) 
4. Natural length of the vowels. Simple vowels can be: 
• short 
• long 
   Front       Central       Back 
   Close 
       Half-close 
      Half-open 
   Open 
i 
e 
F 
a 
  u 
o 
O 
Q 
  J 
  I 
  e 
  x  A 
  E:     q 
 H 
  V 
 L 
P 
  R 
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5. Degree of muscular tension. According to this principle vowels are divided into: 
• tense (long vowels) 
• lax (short vowels) 
 
2.3 Consonants and their classification 
Consonants are sounds which are made by obstructing the flow of air at 
some point in our mouth.  
1. They can be classified, first of all, according to the manner of articulation, 
that is the way they are pronounced: 
• friction (fricative)  
• stop 
• affricate  
• nasal  
• lateral 
• gliding 
2. Some of the consonants are produced by a vibration of the vocal cords, rather 
like a vibration that produces vowel sounds. And in some consonants there is no 
such voicing. That’s why we say that according to the presence or absence of 
voice during the articulation of consonants they can be divided into: 
• voiced 
• voiceless 
3. Consonants differ in the force of articulation. Voiceless consonants are said 
to be pronounced with greater force than voiced ones. So, consonants are: 
• strong or fortis (voiceless) 
• weak or lenis (voiced) 
4. Consonants have different length. Voiceless consonants are considerably 
longer than voiced ones: 
• long (voiceless) 
• short (voiced) 
5. Consonants can also be classified according to the place of articulation. So, 
they can be: 
• bilabial (made with the help of the two lips) 
• labiodental (the lower lip articulates with the upper teeth) 
• dental (the tongue tip touches the upper teeth) 
• alveolar (the tip or blade of the tongue touches the alveolar ridge) 
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• post-alveolar (the tip of the tongue touches the back of the alveolar 
ridge) 
• palatal (the front of the tongue articulates with the hard palate) 
• velar (the back of the tongue articulates with the soft palate) 
• glottal (produced in the glottis, between the vocal cords) 
 
Place of articulation  
Bilabial Labio-
dental 
Dental Alveolar Post-
alveolar 
Palatal Velar Glottal 
Stop p   b   t   d   k   g  
Friction  f   v T   D s   z S   Z   h 
Affricate     C   G    
Nasal m   n   N  
Lateral    l     
M
an
ne
r o
f a
rt
ic
ul
at
io
n 
Gliding w    r j   
 
There is also a very important general rule which applies to many pairs of 
English consonants: strong consonants at the end of words shorten the vowel 
before them, while weak consonants make it longer (e.g. in [kxp] vowel [x] is 
made shorter by the following voiceless consonant [p], and in [kxb] the same 
vowel is made longer by the following voiced consonant). 
 
2.4 Transcription 
In any language we can identify a small number of regularly used sounds 
(vowels and consonants) that we call phonemes. We often use special symbols 
to represent speech sounds (transcription). Here is the International Phonetic 
Alphabet which is used to represent the sounds. 
 
Consonants: 
/p/  /k/ /s/ /T/ /h/ /l/ 
/b/  /g/ /z/ /D/ /m/ /w/ 
/t/  /f/ /S/ /C/ /n/ /j/ 
/d/ /v/ /Z/ /G/ /N/ /r/ 
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Vowels: 
/J/ /V/ /A/ /eI/ /qV/ 
/I/ /H/ /R/ /aI/ /Iq/ 
/e/ /P/ /E:/ /OI/ /eq/ 
/x/ /L/ /q/ /aV/ /Vq/ 
 
This way of writing or transcribing makes it possible to show that some 
words, which are spelt in the same way, sound different (e.g. read [rJd] [red]), 
or that some words, which are spelt differently, sound the same (e.g. rain, rein, 
reign [reIn]).  
 
3. Self-check questions 
1. What parts of the tongue do you know? What sounds are pronounced with 
the help of it? 
2. Dwell on the vocal cords and their four main positions. 
3. How many groups of consonants are there? Speak on them. 
4. Which transcription symbols are different from the ones you’ve learned at 
school? 
5. Speak on the general rule of the English consonants. 
6. What are five features of the English vowels? 
7. What is the difference between lenis and fortis consonants? 
8. What are cardinal vowels? 
 
4. English rhythm practice 
Listen to this poem. Practise reading it.  
Tell me your name 
Tell me your name again, please. 
Tell me your name. 
Tell me your first name. 
Tell me your last name. 
Spell your name for me, please. 
Spell your name. 
Pronounce your name for me, please. 
Say it again. 
What a beautiful name! 
What a lovely name! 
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Unit 2 
 
FRICTION CONSONANTS 
FRONT AND BACK VOWELS 
 
Lesson Topic Hours References 
 Friction consonants. 
Front and back vowels. 20 
 
3 Friction consonant [f]. 
Front vowel [J]. 
2 O’Connor – p. 24 – 28, 
Ship or Sheep – Units 1, 36 
4 Friction consonant [v]. 
Front vowel [I]. 
2 O’Connor – p. 24 – 28, 
Ship or Sheep – Units 2, 37 
5 Friction consonant [T]. 
Front vowel [e]. 
2 O’Connor – p. 28 – 31, 
Ship or Sheep – Units 3, 41 
6 Friction consonant [D]. 
Front vowel [x]. 
2 O’Connor – p. 28 – 31, 
Ship or Sheep – Units 4, 42 
7 Friction consonant [s]. 
Central vowel [A]. 
2 O’Connor – p. 31 – 35, 
Ship or Sheep – Units 5, 30 
8 Friction consonant [z]. 
Back vowel [R]. 
2 O’Connor – p. 31 – 35, 
Ship or Sheep – Units 6, 31 
9 Friction consonant [S]. 
Test on [J, I, e, x, A, R]. 
2 O’Connor – p. 35 – 37, 
Ship or Sheep – Units 7, 32 
10 Friction consonant [Z]. 
Back vowel [P]. 
2 O’Connor – p. 35 – 37, 
Ship or Sheep – Units 8, 33 
11 Friction consonant [h]. 
Back vowel [L]. 
2 O’Connor – p. 37 – 39, 
Ship or Sheep – Units 9, 40 
Lab work 6 
12 Test on friction consonants.
Back vowel [V]. 
2 Ship or Sheep – Unit 10, 
Lab work 2 
 
1. Key words 
 friction consonants 
 continuant 
 
2. Theoretical background 
2.1 Friction consonants 
Friction consonants are consonants made by narrowing the air passage at 
some point in our mouth, and when the air escapes through this narrowing it 
makes a hissing sound (friction). Friction consonants are continuants 
/kqn'tInjVqnts/ which means that you can continue making them without 
interruption as long as you have enough air in your lungs. 
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There are nine consonants in English that have friction as their most 
important feature. They are [f, v, T, D, S, Z, s, z, h]. 
 
/f/ and /v/ 
 For both these consonants the soft palate is raised so that no air can go 
through the nose and it is all forced to go through the mouth. The lower lip is 
very close to the edge of the upper front teeth. There is a narrowing between 
them – this is the place where friction is produced. When the air passes through 
this narrowing, it causes a slight friction. The tongue is not involved in 
articulation of these sounds but it does not lie idle: it takes the position necessary 
for the following sound. 
 /f/ is voiceless, strong, long; /v/ is voiced, weak, short. /f/ makes the 
preceding vowel shorter, while /v/ makes it longer (e.g. lJf/ and /lJv/).  
 
/T/ and /D/ 
 For the articulation of these consonants the soft palate is raised so that all 
the breath is pushed through the mouth and no air can go through the nose. 
Some teachers make their students pronounce these sounds with the tongue 
between the teeth. But normally the tip of the tongue touches the inside of the 
cutting edge of the upper front teeth: this is the narrowing where the friction is 
made. These sounds are produced with the least friction. 
/T/ is voiceless, strong and long; /D/ is voiced, weak and short. /T/ makes 
the vowel before it shorter, and /D/ makes it longer (e.g. /maVT/ and /maVD/). 
 
/s/ and /z/ 
To pronounce these sounds correctly we need to raise the soft palate to 
block the nasal cavity and to force the air to go through the mouth. The tip and 
blade of the tongue are very close to the alveolar ridge. There is a considerable 
narrowing not near the teeth and not near the hard palate, between the tongue 
and the alveolar ridge. When the air passes through this narrowing it causes 
friction. The teeth are very close together. /s/ and /z/ are characterised by the 
greatest friction of all the fricatives. 
/s/ is voiceless, strong, long; /z/ is voiced, weak and short. /s/ shortens the 
vowel before it and /z/ lengthens it (e.g. /bAs/ and /bAz/). 
 
/S/ and /Z/ 
These two consonants are pronounced in the following way. The soft 
palate is raised so that all the breath is forced to go through the mouth and it 
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cannot go through the nose. The tip and the blade of the tongue are close to the 
back part of the alveolar ridge. There is a narrowing between them, but it is 
wider than for /s/ or /z/. The lips can be slightly rounded.  
/Z/ does not occur at the beginning of English words. At the end it is very 
rare and it can be found only in a few words borrowed from French. 
/S/ is voiceless, strong and long; /Z/ is voiced, weak and short. Though 
there are almost no cases in which /S/ and /Z/ distinguish words which are 
otherwise the same, but nevertheless, according to the rule, /S/ shortens the 
preceding vowel and /Z/ makes it longer (e.g. /hRS/ and /'gxrRZ/). 
 
/h/ 
There are as many /h/-sounds in English as there are vowels, because /h/ 
always occurs before a vowel and consists of the sound of breath passing 
between the half-open vocal cords and out of the mouth which is already 
prepared for the following vowel. The place of articulation of this consonant is 
glottal which means that the narrowing that produces the friction noise is 
between the vocal cords. /h/ does not make very much noise, but it must not be 
left out when it should be sounded, for two reasons: (1) many words are 
distinguished by the presence or absence of /h/ (e.g. /hIq/ here and /Iq/ ear); (2) 
English speakers are very sensitive about pronunciation of this sound and 
consider that the leaving out of /h/ is the mark of an uncultivated speaker. 
Another error is to make /h/ too noisy producing a scraping sound by pushing 
the air between the back of the tongue and the soft palate. 
/h/ is a voiceless consonant. 
 
2.2 Front and back vowels 
J is long and tense. It is close and front: the front of the tongue is raised to a 
height slightly below and behind the front close position, the tongue is 
tense, with the sides making a firm contact with the upper molars. 
Although it is not very different from the cardinal vowel /i/, the lips are 
only slightly spread.  
 
I is short and the tongue is lax, with the sides making a light contact with 
the upper molars /'mqVlqz/. Though it is close and front, it is more open 
and nearer to the centre than the cardinal vowel /i/: it is pronounced with a 
part of the tongue nearer to centre than to front, raised just above the 
close-mid position. The lips are slightly spread. Russian has a centralized 
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type of /I/ which has too much in common with the English vowel /q/. So 
English /I/ should be made more front. 
  
e is short and lax. It is front and it is between half-close and half-open: the 
front of the tongue is raised between the close-mid and open-mid 
positions. The lips are slightly spread and are slightly wider apart than for 
/I/. The tongue may have more tension than in the case of /I/, the sides 
making a light contact with the upper molars.  
 
x is short and lax. It is front and open, but not as open as the cardinal vowel 
/a/: the front of the tongue is raised to a position midway between open and 
open-mid, with the sides making a very slight contact with the back upper 
molars. The lips are slightly spread. This traditionally short vowel is now 
generally longer in RP than the other short vowels, especially before voiced 
consonants, in these contexts it is almost equivalent to the long vowels. It is 
made fully front to avoid confusion with /A/ and even /R/. 
 
A is short and lax. It is central and it is more open than the half-open tongue 
height: the centre of the tongue is raised just above the fully open 
position, no contact being made between the tongue and the upper molars. 
The lip position is neutral. 
 
R is long and tense. It is open, but not as back as the cardinal vowel /Q/: a 
part of the tongue between the centre and back is in fully open position, 
no contact being made between the sides of the tongue and the upper 
molars. The lip position is neutral. 
 
P is short and lax. It is quite back and between half-open and open in tongue 
height: the back of the tongue is in fully open position, no contact being 
made between the tongue and the upper molars. The lips are slightly 
rounded. Short back open vowels occurring in other languages often 
differ from the English /P/ in that either they are somewhat closer or more 
centralized, or are pronounced with stronger lip-rounding. The extremely 
open nature of the English vowel should be emphasized. 
 
L is long and tense. The tongue height is somewhere between half-open and 
half-close: the back of the tongue is raised between the open-mid and close-
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mid positions, no contact being made between the tongue and the upper 
molars. This vowel is almost fully back and has quite a strong lip-rounding. 
 
V is short and lax. Though it is close and back, it is still more open and 
nearer to central than the cardinal vowel /u/. It is pronounced with a part 
of the tongue nearer to centre than to back raised just above the close-mid 
position. The tongue is laxly held, no firm contact being made between 
the tongue and the upper molars. The lips are rounded. The care should be 
taken to make this vowel more central than the long vowel /H/. 
 
H is long and tense. It is not very different from the cardinal vowel /u/, but it 
is not so back and so close, no firm contact is being made between the 
tongue and the upper molars, and the lips are only moderately rounded 
(too energetic lip-rounding should be avoided). 
 
3. Lab works 
3.1 Lab work 2.  English short vowels 
Exercise 1.  Repetition 
Listen and repeat: 
I bit   [bIt] bid   [bId] him   [hIm] miss   [mIs] 
e bet   [bet] bed   [bed] hen    [hen] mess   [mes] 
x bat   [bxt] bad   [bxd] ham   [hxm] mass   [mxs] 
A cut   [kAt] bud   [bAd] bun    [bAn] bus     [bAs] 
P pot   [pPt] cod   [kPd] Tom   [tPm] loss     [lPs] 
V put   [pVt] wood   [wVd] pull    [pVl] push    [pVS] 
 
Exercise 2. Identification 
Write the symbol for the vowel you hear in each word (1…10). 
 
Exercise 3. Production 
When you hear the number, pronounce the word (which is given in spelling and 
in phonetic symbols). Repeat the correct pronunciation when you hear it. 
1. mad   [mxd] 5. cut   [kAt] 9. men    [men] 
2. mud   [mAd] 6. cot   [kPt] 10. man  [mxn] 
3. bit      [bIt] 7. put   [pVt] 11. fun    [fAn] 
4. bet     [bet] 8. pot   [pPt] 12. fan    [fxn] 
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Exercise 4. Short vowels contrasted 
Listen and repeat: 
I and e e and x x and A A and P P and V 
bit     bet hem     ham lack    luck dug     dog lock     look 
tin     ten set        sat bad     bud cup      cop cod      could 
fill     fell peck     pack fan      fun rub       rob pot       put 
built   belt send     sand stamp  stump stuck    stock shock   shook 
lift     left wreck   rack flash    flush luck      lock crock    crook 
 
3.2 Lab work 6.  Fricatives and affricates 
Exercise 1. Repetition of words containing fricatives 
Listen and repeat (words given in spelling and transcription): 
f fin [fIn] offer [Pfq] laugh [lRf] 
v vat [vxt] over [qVvq] leave [lJv] 
T thing [TIN] method [meTqd] breath [breT] 
D these [DJz] other [ADq] breathe [brJD] 
s sad [sxd] lesser [lesq] moss [mPs] 
z zoo [zH] lazy [leIzI] lose [lHz] 
S show [SqV] washing [wPSIN] rush [rAS] 
Z  measure [meZq] rouge [rHZ] 
h hot [hPt] beehive [bJhaIv]  
 
Exercise 2. Identification 
Write the symbol for the fricative you hear in each word. 
a) initial position (1…5) 
b) medial position (6…10) 
c) final position (11…15) 
 
Exercise 3. Production 
When you hear the number, pronounce the word, giving particular attention to the 
fricatives. You will then hear the correct pronunciation, which you should repeat. 
1. [DJz] these 5. [feDqz] feathers 9. [sJZq] seizure 
2. [feIT] faith 6. [fIfT] fifth 10. [lxSIz] lashes 
3. [heDq] heather 7. [SIvqz] shivers  
4. [sJSL] seashore 8. [bIheIv] behave  
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Exercise 4. Repetition of fricative and affricate pairs 
Listen and repeat: 
a) initial S and C 
 SPp CPp  (shop, chop) 
 SJt CJt (sheet, cheat) 
 SHz CHz (shoes, choose) 
b) medial S and C 
 lJSIz lJCIz (leashes, leaches) 
 wPSIN  wPCIN  (washing, watching) 
 bxSIz   bxCIz  (bashes, batches) 
c) final S and C 
 mxS mxC (mash, match) 
 kxS kxC (cash, catch) 
 wIS wIC (wish, witch) 
d) medial Z and G 
 leZq leGq (leisure, ledger)  
 pleZq   pleGq  (pleasure, pledger) 
 lJZqn   lJGqn  (lesion, legion) 
 
Exercise 5. Discrimination between fricatives and affricatives 
You will hear some of the words from Exercise 4. When you hear the word, say 
“A” if you hear the word on the left or “B” if you hear the word on the right. You 
will then hear the correct answer and the word will be said again for you to repeat. 
A B 
SPp  CPp 
kxS  kxC 
wPSIN   wPCIN 
SHz  CHz 
lJZqn    lJGqn   
bxSIz     bxCIz   
SJt  CJt 
leZq  leGq 
lJSIz  lJCIz 
wIS  wIC 
pleZq    pleGq   
mxS  mxC 
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4. Self-check questions 
1. For what consonants is the friction the strongest? 
2. Dwell on the position of the tongue for /s/ and /S/. 
3. Compare the pronunciation of the vowels /A/ and /R/. 
4. What is friction? 
5. Give examples of words where /Z/ occurs at the beginning of words. 
6. What is the difference in the pronunciation of the sounds /I/ and /J/.  
7. For what consonants is the friction the weakest? 
8. Why do we call this group of consonants friction consonants? 
 
5. English rhythm practice 
Listen to this poem. Practise reading it. 
Personal questions 
Where were you born? 
  I’d rather not say. 
Where are you from? 
  I’d rather not say. 
How tall are you? 
How old are you? 
How much do you weigh? 
  I’d rather not say. 
How much rent do you pay? 
  I’d rather not say. 
How much do you make? 
  I’d rather not say. 
Why aren’t you married? 
  I’d rather not say. 
Why don’t you have children? 
  I’d rather not say. 
Where were you last night? 
Why weren’t you at home? 
Did you stay out late? 
Did you come home alone? 
Did you have a good time? 
Did you see a good play? 
Did you go to a concert? I’d rather not say. 
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Unit 3 
 
STOP CONSONANTS 
CENTRAL VOWELS 
DIPHTHONGS AND THEIR CLASSIFICATION  
CLOSING DIPHTHONGS 
 
Lesson Topic Hours References 
 Stop consonants. 
Central vowels. 
Diphthongs. 
18 
 
13 Stop consonant [p]. 
Back vowel [H]. 
2 O’Connor – p. 39 – 42, 
Ship or Sheep – Units 11, 24 
14 Stop consonant [b]. 
Central vowel [E:]. 
2 O’Connor – p. 39 – 42, 
Ship or Sheep – Units 12, 25 
15 Stop consonant [t]. 
Central vowel [q]. 
2 O’Connor – p. 42 – 44, 
Ship or Sheep – Units 13, 26 
16 Stop consonant [d]. 
Test on [P, L, V, H, E:, q]. 
2 O’Connor – p. 42 – 44, 
Ship or Sheep – Units 14, 27 
Lab work 3 
17 Stop consonant [k]. 
Diphthong [eI]. 
2 O’Connor – p. 44 – 46, 
Ship or Sheep – Units 15, 28 
18 Stop consonant [g]. 
Diphthong [aI]. 
2 O’Connor – p. 44 – 46, 
Ship or Sheep – Units 16, 29 
Lab work 4 
19 Stop consonant [C]. 
Diphthong [OI]. 
2 O’Connor – p. 46 – 48, 
Ship or Sheep – Units 17, 34 
20 Stop consonant [G]. 
Test on [eI, aI, OI]. 
2 O’Connor – p. 46 – 48, 
Ship or Sheep – Units 18, 35 
21 Test on stop consonants. 
Diphthong [aV]. 
2 Ship or Sheep – Units 19 
 
1. Key words 
 stop consonants 
 aspiration 
 affricates 
 schwa vowel 
 diphthong 
 closing diphthong 
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2. Theoretical background 
2.1 Stop consonants 
Stop consonants are consonants in which the air is completely blocked at 
some point in our mouth, then compressed, and then released with a slight 
explosion or a popping noise. There are eight stop consonants in English: /p, b, 
t, d, k, g, C, G/. Voiceless stop consonants /p, t, k/ are characterized by 
aspiration /xspI'reISn/. It is a short period of time after the explosion of these 
consonants when the air leaves the mouth without any voice. Aspiration is 
especially strong after /p, t, k/ in initial position in stressed syllables (note that 
after /s/ these consonants are not aspirated). It makes the following sound lose 
some of its voicing. When these consonants occur between vowels the aspiration 
may be less noticeable or even absent. In final position there may be no 
aspiration at all. Voiced stop consonants are never aspirated. Aspiration makes 
distinction between voiced and voiceless stop consonants (e.g. ‘pen’ if 
pronounced without aspiration will be understood by the English as ‘Ben’). In 
transcription we can mark aspiration by h: /phHl, theIbl/. 
 
/p/ and /b/ 
The position of organs of speech for these sounds is the following. The soft 
palate is raised and the lips are closed firmly so that the breath cannot get out of 
either the nose or the mouth but it is trapped for a short time. When the lips are 
opened suddenly the air rushes out with a slight explosion or a popping noise.       
/p/ is voiceless, strong, long and aspirated; it makes the preceding vowel 
shorter, while /b/ is weak, short, voiced and non-aspirated; it lengthens the 
vowel before it (e.g. /kxp/ and /kxb/). 
 
/t/ and /d/ 
To pronounce these two stop consonants correctly you need to raise the 
soft palate to prevent the air from going out through the nose. Then you put the 
tip of the tongue firmly against the middle of the alveolar ridge and the sides of 
the tongue firmly against the sides of the palate, so that the air is blocked in the 
mouth for a short period of time. When the tongue-tip is lowered suddenly the 
breath rushes out with a slight explosion. 
/t/ is a strong, voiceless, aspirated consonant; it is long and in final 
position it shortens the vowel before it. Oppositely, /d/ is voiced, weak, short, 
not aspirated and it makes vowels before it longer (e.g. /bxt/ and /bxd/). 
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/k/ and /g/ 
For both these stop consonants the soft palate is raised and the back of the 
tongue is in firm contact with the soft palate, so that the air is trapped in our 
mouth for a short time. When the tongue is lowered suddenly from the soft 
palate, the breath leaves the mouth with a slight explosion or a popping noise. 
/k/ is voiceless, strong, long and it has aspiration; /g/ is voiced, weak, 
short and it is never aspirated. /k/ as all strong consonants makes vowels before 
it shorter and /g/ lengthens the preceding vowel (e.g. /bxk/ and /bxg/). 
 
/C/ and /G/ 
These two are rather complex sounds. Sometimes they are referred not to 
the stop consonants, but to the affricates /'xfrIkqts/. They consist of two 
elements and they begin as stop consonants and end as friction consonants. So 
the air is trapped as for all stop consonants, but instead of going out with a slight 
explosion it is released with definite friction of the /S, Z/ kind. 
The soft palate is raised, the tongue-tip touches the back part of the 
alveolar ridge, so that the breath is blocked for a short time. The front of the 
tongue is raised towards the hard palate in readiness for /S, Z/. The tongue-tip 
slowly moves away from the alveolar ridge a little way, and the whole tongue is 
then in the position for /S, Z/, so that a short period of friction is heard. 
/C/ is voiceless, strong, long; /G/ is voiced, weak, short. /C/ shortens the 
preceding vowel, whilst /G/ lengthens it (e.g. /rIC/ and /rIG/). 
 
2.2 Central vowels 
E: is long and tense. It is central, half-way between open and close: the 
centre of the tongue is raised between close-mid and open-mid, no firm 
contact being made between the tongue and the upper molars. The lip 
position is neutral (the lip-rounding should be avoided). It coincides in 
quality with /q/, the difference between them being only in length. Care 
must be taken not to pronounce /r/ after it and to avoid any /r/-colouring 
of the sound. 
 
q is short and lax. This is the most frequently occurring vowel in English, 
which always stands in unstressed syllables. Sometimes it is called schwa. It 
is half-way between open and close, it is central. The lips are neutral. 
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2.3 Diphthongs and their classification 
A diphthong /'dIfTPN/ is a movement or glide from one vowel to another. 
A vowel which remains constant and does not glide is called a pure vowel. 
Diphthongs are equivalent to the long simple vowels in their length. The first 
part of the diphthong is much longer and stronger than the second part. As the 
glide towards the second vowel happens, the loudness of the sound becomes 
less. As a result, the second element is shorter and quieter.  
Diphthongs can be divided into two groups (see Figure 4): 
 
             DIPHTHONGS 
 
 
               centring              closing 
 
 
                 ending in q                   ending in I     ending in V 
 
                 Iq     eq     Vq                          eI    aI   OI             qV   aV    
 
Figure 4. Classification of diphthongs 
 
 
2.4 Closing diphthongs 
The closing diphthongs all end with a glide towards a closer vowel. 
Because the second part of the diphthong is weak, they often do not reach a 
position that could be called close. The important thing is that a glide from a 
relatively more open towards a relatively more close vowel is produced. 
 
eI  the glide begins from slightly below the close-mid front position of /e/ 
and moves in the direction of /I/. The second part of the diphthong should 
be only lightly touched on, and should not reach the position of close /I/.   
 
aI  begins with an open vowel which is between front and back; it is quite 
similar to the /A/ and moves in the direction of /I/, though the tongue is not 
usually raised to a level closer than for /e/. The glide for this diphthong is 
greater than for /eI/. The lips change from a neutral to a loosely spread 
position. Care should be taken not to glide to too close a position.  
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OI the first part has the same quality as /L/ (between the open-mid and open 
back position) and the glide moves in the direction of /I/, generally not 
reaching a level closer than for the sound /e/.The lips are slightly rounded 
for the first element, changing to neutral for the second.  
 
For two diphthongs ending in /V/ there is a rounding movement of the lips. 
This movement is not a large one because the second element of the diphthong 
is weak. 
 
qV  the beginning is the same as for the ‘schwa’ vowel (a central position, 
between close-mid and open-mid). The lips may be slightly rounded 
waiting for the glide towards /V/. You should avoid starting the glide with 
a back vowel or a rounded vowel. In addition, proper prominence must be 
given to the first element. 
 
aV  begins with a vowel similar to /R/ but a little more front and moves in the 
direction of /V/. Since this is an open vowel, a glide will necessitate a 
large movement. That’s why this glide is not completed, the end of the 
diphthong being between half-close and half-open in tongue height. There 
is only slight lip-rounding for the second element. 
 
3. Lab works 
3.1 Lab work 3. Long vowels 
Exercise 1. Repetition 
Listen and repeat: 
J beat [bJt] bead [bJd] been [bJn] beef [bJf] 
R heart [hRt] hard [hRd] harm [hRm] hearth [hRT] 
L caught [kLt] cord [kLd] corn [kLn] course [kLs] 
H root [rHt] rude [rHd] room [rHm] roof [rHf] 
E: hurt [hE:t] heard [hE:d] earn [E:n] earth [E:T] 
 
Exercise 2. Production 
When you hear the number, pronounce the word. Repeat the correct 
pronunciation when you hear it. 
1. heard [hE:d] 5. caught [kLt] 9. rude [rHd] 
2. been [bJn] 6. heart [hRt] 10. earn [E:n] 
3. root [rHt] 7. cord [kLd]  
4. hearth [hRT] 8. beef [bJf]  
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Exercise 3. Transcription 
Write the symbol for the vowel you hear in each word (1…10). 
 
Exercise 4. Long-short vowel contrasts 
Listen and repeat: 
J and I R and A R and x L and P 
feel       fill 
bead     bid 
steel     still 
reed      rid 
been     bin 
calm    come 
cart      cut 
half      huff 
lark      luck 
mast     must 
part     pat 
lard     lad 
calm    Cam 
heart    hat 
harms   hams 
caught  cot 
stork     stock 
short     shot 
cord      cod 
port       pot 
    
H and V E: and A R and P  
pool     pull 
suit      soot 
Luke    look 
wooed  wood 
fool      full 
hurt     hut 
turn    ton 
curt    cut 
girl     gull 
bird    bud 
dark     dock 
part     pot 
lark     lock 
balm   bomb 
large   lodge 
 
 
Exercise 5. Transcription 
Write the symbol for the vowel (long or short) you hear in each word (1…10). 
 
3.2 Lab work 4. Plosives 
Exercise 1. Repetition of initial plosives 
Each word begins with a fortis plosive; notice that the plosive is aspirated. 
Listen and repeat: 
paw [pL] toe [tqV] tar [tR] 
tea [tJ] care [keq] pay [peI] 
car [kR] two [tH]  
pie [paI] key [kJ]  
 
Each word begins with a lenis plosive; notice that there is practically no voicing 
of the plosive. Listen and repeat: 
bee [bJ] do [dH] bough [baV] 
door [dL] gear [gIq] day [deI] 
go [gqV] boy [bOI]  
bear [beq] dear [dIq]  
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The plosive must be unaspirated. Listen and repeat: 
spy [spaI] steer [stIq] sky [skaI] 
store [stL] score [skL] spar [spR] 
ski [skJ] spear [spIq]  
spare [speq] stay [steI]  
 
Exercise 2. Repetition of final plosives 
In the pairs of words in this exercise one word ends with a fortis plosive and the 
other ends with a lenis plosive. Notice the length difference in the vowel. Listen 
to each pair and repeat: 
 
Fortis followed by lenis Lenis followed by fortis 
mate    made meIt     meId code    coat kqVd     kqVt 
rope    robe rqVp      rqVb bid       bit bId        bIt 
leak     league lJk         lJg lobe      lope lqVb      lqVp 
cart      card kRt       kRd heard    hurt hE:d      hE:t 
back     bag bxk       bxg brogue  broke brqVg    brqVk 
 
Exercise 3. Identification of final plosives 
You will hear the twenty words of Exercise 2. Each will be one of a pair. You 
must choose whether the word is one ending with a fortis plosive or the one 
ending with a lenis plosive; when you hear the word, say “fortis” if you heard 
the word on the left, or “lenis” if you heard the word on the right. You will hear 
he correct answer and the word will be said again for you to repeat. 
Fortis Lenis Fortis Lenis 
coat [kqVt] code [kqVd] mate [meIt] made [meId] 
leak [lJk] league [lJg] coat [kqVt] code [kqVd] 
hurt [hE:t] heard [hE:d] leak [lJk] league [lJg] 
bit [bIt] bid [bId] rope [rqVp] robe [rqVb] 
mate [meIt] made [meId] hurt [hE:t] heard [hE:d] 
lope [lqVp] lobe [lqVb] broke [brqVk] brogue [brqVg] 
back [bxk] bag [bxg] lope [lqVp] lobe [lqVb] 
cart [kRt] card [kRd] bit [bIt] bid [bId] 
broke [brqVk] brogue [brqVg] back [bxk] bag [bxg] 
rope [rqVp] robe [rqVb] cart [kRt] card [kRd] 
 
Each of the words which follow ends with a plosive. Write the symbol for each 
plosive when you hear the word (1…10). Each will be said twice. 
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Exercise 4. Repetition of words containing plosives 
The following words contain several plosives. They are given in spelling and 
transcription. Listen and repeat: 
potato [pqteItqV] carpeted [kRpItId] 
topic [tPpIk] bodyguard [bPdIgRd] 
petticoat [petIkqVt] tobacco [tqbxkqV] 
partake [pRteIk] doubted [daVtId] 
cupboard [kAbqd] decode [dJkqVd] 
decapitated [dIkxpIteItId] bigoted [bIgqtId] 
pocket [pPkIt] about [qbaVt] 
 
Exercise 5. Reading of words in transcription 
When you hear the number, pronounce the word given in transcription taking 
care to pronounce the plosives correctly and putting the strongest stress on the 
syllable preceded by the stress mark. You will then hear the correct 
pronunciation, which you should repeat. 
1. dI'beIt 5. dI'keId 9. bH'tJk 
2. 'kPpId 6. 'gRdId 10. 'xpItaIt 
3. 'bAtqkAp 7. 'dedIkeItId  
4. 'kVkH 8. 'pxdqk  
 
4. Self-check questions 
1. Describe the movement of your speech organs while pronouncing /C/. 
2. What is aspiration? How can it be marked? 
3. Name the differences in pronunciation of /E:/ and /q/.  
4. How does the force of aspiration depend on the distribution of a consonant in 
a word? 
5. Why do we call these consonants stop consonants? 
6. What is a diphthong? What groups of diphthongs do you know? 
7. Speak on the pronunciation of /aV/. 
8. What is the special feature of /p, t, k/ comparing them with other strong 
fricative consonants? 
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5. English rhythm practice 
Listen to this poem. Practise reading it. 
Easy solutions 
Gee, I’m hungry! 
 Have a sandwich. 
Gee, I’m angry! 
 Calm down! 
Gee, I’m sleepy! 
 Take a nap! 
Gee, it’s chilly in here! 
 Put on a sweater. 
Gee, it’s hot in here!  
 Open a window. 
I’ve got the hiccups! 
 Drink some water. 
My nose itches. 
 Scratch it. 
My feet hurt. 
 Sit down for awhile. 
My shoes are tight. 
 Take them off. 
I have a toothache. 
 Go to the dentist. 
I have a headache. 
 Take some aspirin. 
I’m lonely! 
 Call up a friend. 
I’m bored!  
 Go to a movie. 
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Unit 4 
 
NASAL CONSONANTS 
CENTRING DIPHTHONGS 
 
Lesson Topic Hours References 
 Nasal consonants. 
Diphthongs. 6 
 
22 Nasal consonant [m]. 
Diphthong [qV]. 
2 O’Connor – p. 48 – 51, 
Ship or Sheep – Units 20, 43 
23 Nasal consonant [n]. 
Test on [aV, qV]. 
2 O’Connor – p. 48 – 51, 
Ship or Sheep – Units 21, 44 
24 Nasal consonant [N]. 
Diphthong [Iq]. 
2 O’Connor – p. 51 – 53, 
Ship or Sheep – Units 22, 45 
 
1. Key words 
 nasal consonants 
 syllabic consonants 
 centring diphthong 
 
2. Theoretical background 
2.1 Nasal consonants 
Nasal /'neIzql/ consonants are consonants for which the mouth is blocked 
at some point and all the air is forced to go through the nose. For all nasal 
consonants the soft palate is lowered to let the air pass through the nasal cavity. 
There are three nasal consonants in English /m, n, N/. All of them are voiced. 
 
/m/ 
For the articulation of the sound /m/ the soft palate is lowered, and the mouth 
is blocked by closing two lips firmly. So, all the air is pushed out through the nose. 
This consonant is voiced. When it stands after a vowel especially at the 
end of the word, it makes it longer (e.g. /lxm/). But as it has similar 
characteristics with vowels, /m/ can be also affected by other consonants in the 
way the vowels are. Thus, before strong consonants it is made shorter; before 
weak ones it becomes longer (e.g. /lxmp/ and /lxmz/). 
Seldom /m/ can be syllabic /sI'lxbIk/: that is, it occupies the place at the 
centre of the syllable which is usually occupied by a vowel, and forms its own 
syllable (e.g. /'blP-sm/, /'rI-Dm/, /'bP-tm/, but still more often they are 
pronounced like /'blPsqm/, /'rIDqm/ and /'bPtqm/). 
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/n/ 
To pronounce this consonant the soft palate should be lowered. The tip of 
the tongue is close to the middle of the alveolar ridge and the sides of the tongue 
touch the sides of the palate blocking the mouth cavity. So, the air is forced to 
go through the nose.  
/n/ is voiced and it makes the preceding vowel longer. At the same time 
when it stands before a voiceless strong consonant it becomes shorter while the 
following weak voiced consonant lengthens it (e.g. /sIn/, /sIns/ and /sInz/). 
/n/ is very often syllabic: it makes its own syllable by taking the place of a 
vowel in its centre. It happens usually at the end of the word after or between 
consonants (e.g. /'gR-dn/, /'rI-tn/, /'dI-dnt/, /'SV-dnt/, etc.). 
 
/N/ 
The place of articulation of /N/ is the same as that of /k, g/: the back of the 
tongue is very close to the soft palate. The soft palate is lowered letting the air 
pass through the nose. 
/N/ is voiced. This nasal consonant can never be found in initial position. 
It can only occur in the middle or at the end of words. 
There is a rule concerning pronunciation of the sound /N/ in English.  
/k/ is always pronounced after /N/ when we find the letters ‘nk’ in spelling 
(e.g. bank /bxNk/, think /TINk/, etc.).  
/g/ is not always pronounced after /N/ in the middle of the  word when we  
see the letters ‘ng’ in spelling. The useful general rule is that if the word is 
formed from a verb, no /g/ is pronounced; but if not, we say /Ng/  (e.g. singer is 
formed from a verb to sing /sIN/ - so it should be /'sINq/; stronger is formed from 
an adjective strong – so it must be /'strPNgq/; the word finger is not formed out 
of a shorter word – so it is pronounced like /'fINgq/).  
/g/ is never pronounced after /N/ at the end of the word (e.g. ring /rIN/, 
morning /'mLnIN/, etc.). 
 
2.2 Centring diphthongs 
The centring diphthongs glide towards the vowel /q/ which is a central vowel. 
  
Iq the starting point is a little closer than /I/ (but not too close) and the glide 
moves in the direction of the central /q/. The lips have a slight movement 
from spread to open.    
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eq begins with the vowel /e/ (in the open-mid front position) and moves in 
the direction of  the more open variety of /q/. Attention should be paid to 
the open-mid articulation of the first element. 
 
Vq has a starting point slightly closer than /V/. The lips are very slightly 
rounded at the beginning of the glide, becoming neutral as the glide 
progresses. It is not used as much as others – many English speakers use 
/L/ instead of this diphthong in the majority of words that traditionally 
have this diphthong (e.g. sure - /SL/).  
 
3. Self-check questions 
1. What is a syllabic function? What consonants have it? 
2. Why do we call these diphthongs centring? 
3. Speak on the distribution of the sound /N/. 
4. How does the position of our speech organs change while pronouncing /eq/? 
5. Dwell on the pronunciation of letters “ng”. 
6. Compare the tongue position for /g/ and /N/. 
7. Why do you call these consonants nasal? 
 
4. English rhythm practice 
Listen to this poem. Practise reading it. 
Well, he eats like a pig 
Well, he eats like a pig, 
he can’t get enough. 
He works like a dog, 
he looks real tough. 
He smokes like a chimney, 
four packs a day. 
He sleeps like a log, 
what more can I say? 
He drinks like a fish, 
scotch on the rocks. 
When he gets real mad,  
he hardly talks. 
He cries like a baby 
when he’s feeling sad. 
He’s the dearest friend 
I’ve ever had. 
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Unit 5 
 
LATERAL CONSONANT 
TRIPHTHONGS 
 
Lesson Topic Hours References 
 Lateral consonant [l]. 
Triphthongs. 6 
 
25 Clear variant of [l]. 
Diphthong [eq]. 
2 O’Connor – p. 53 – 57, 
Ship or Sheep – Units 23, 46 
26 Dark variant of [l]. 
Triphthongs. 
2 O’Connor – p. 53 – 57, 
Ship or Sheep – Unit 47 
27 Test on nasal and lateral consonants 2 Lab works 3, 5 
 
1. Key words 
 lateral consonant 
 dark and clear [l] 
 triphthong 
 
2. Theoretical background 
2.1 Lateral consonant 
Lateral /'lxtqrql/ consonant is the consonant /l/ for which the tongue tip 
blocks the centre of the mouth and the air goes over the sides of the tongue (laterally). 
  
/l/ 
In English there is only one lateral consonant - /l/. It is formed laterally, 
that is instead of the air passing in its usual way down the centre of the mouth, it 
escapes round the closure in the centre along the sides of the tongue. 
The soft palate is raised so that no air can go through the nose, it is all 
forced to go through the mouth. The tip and the sides of the blade of the tongue 
are in firm contact with the alveolar ridge, thus obstructing the centre of the 
mouth. The sides of the tongue are lowered, so the air passes along the sides of 
the tongue. 
/l/ is voiced and it lengthens the preceding vowel. And at the same time it 
can be shortened by the following strong consonant or it can be made longer by 
the following weak consonant (e.g. /fLl/, /fLlt/, /fLlz/). Notice that when /l/ 
stands after /p, t, k/, it is produced with considerable friction. 
/l/ is often  syllabic (e.g. /'teI-bl/, /'x-pl/, /'trx-vl/, etc.). 
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There are two variants of the sound /l/ in English. When /l/ stands before 
vowels within a word or at a word boundary, we speak about clear /l/. This 
sound resembles an /I/ vowel, with the front of the tongue raised (e.g. /lJf/, 
/'letq/, /lHs/, /'fIl It/ etc.). The second variant is called dark /l/ and can be found 
before consonants and in final position in the word. In its pronunciation it is 
quite similar to a vowel /V/, with the back of the tongue raised (e.g. /pVl/, /bIl/, 
/kLld/, /belt/, etc.). Syllabic /l/ is usually dark. 
 
2.2 Triphthongs 
The most complex English sounds of the vowel type are the triphthongs 
/'trIfTPNz/. They consist of a glide from one vowel to another and then to a 
third, all produced rapidly and without interruption.  
The triphthongs can be looked on as being composed of the five closing 
diphthongs with /q/ added on the end. 
 
eI + q = eIq         qV + q = qVq    
aI + q = aIq aV + q = aVq    
OI + q = OIq  
 
In fast speech the extent of the vowel movement is very small, except in 
very careful pronunciation. Because of this, the middle of the triphthong can 
hardly be heard and the resulting sound is difficult to distinguish from some of 
the diphthongs and long vowels.  
 
3. Lab works 
3.1 Lab work 3. Diphthongs and triphthongs 
Exercise 6. Repetition 
Listen and repeat, making sure that the second part of the diphthong is weak. 
eI mate [meIt] made [meId] main [meIn] mace [meIs] 
aI right [raIt] ride [raid] rhyme [raIm] rice [raIs] 
OI quoit [kOIt] buoyed [bOId] Boyne [bOIn] Royce [rOIs] 
qV coat [kqVt] code [kqVd] cone [kqVn] close [klqVs] 
aV gout [gaVt] loud [laVd] gown [gaVn] louse [laVs] 
Iq  feared [fIqd] Ian [Iqn] fierce [fIqs] 
eq  cared [keqd] cairn [keqn] scarce [skeqs] 
Vq  moored [mVqd] fuel [fjVql]  
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Exercise 7. Transcription 
Write the symbol for the diphthong you hear in each word (1…12). 
 
Exercise 8. Repetition 
Listen and repeat: 
eIq layer [leIq] 
aIq liar [laIq] 
OIq loyal [lOIql] 
qVq lower [lqVq] 
aVq tower [taVq] 
 
3.2 Lab work 5. Revision 
Exercise 1. Vowels and diphthongs 
Listen and repeat: 
R and E: eI and e aI and R 
barn     burn 
are       err 
fast      first 
cart      curt 
lark      lurk 
fade      fed 
sale       sell 
laid       led 
paste     pest 
late       let 
life      laugh 
tight    tart 
pike    park 
hide    hard 
spike   spark 
   
OI and L qV and L Iq and J 
toy      tore 
coin    corn 
boil     ball 
boy     bore 
foil      fall 
phone    fawn 
boat       bought 
code      cord 
stoke     stork 
bowl     ball 
fear       fee 
beard     bead 
mere      me 
steered   steed 
peer       pea 
   
eq and eI eq and Iq Vq and L 
dare      day 
stared   stayed 
pairs     pays 
hair       hay 
mare     may 
fare     fear 
pair     pier 
stare    steer 
air       ear 
snare   sneer 
poor    paw 
sure     shore 
moor   more 
dour    door 
tour     tore 
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Exercise 2. Triphthongs 
Listen and repeat: 
eIq player [pleIq] 
aIq tyre [taIq] 
OIq loyal [lOIql] 
qVq mower [mqVq] 
aVq shower [SaVq] 
 
Exercise 3. Transcription of words 
You should now be able to recognise all the vowels, diphthongs and triphthongs 
of English, and all the plosives. Now you will hear one-syllable English words 
composed of these sounds. Each word will be said twice. Transcribe these words 
(1…20). 
 
Exercise 4. Production 
When you hear the number you should say the word; you will then hear the 
correct pronunciation, which you should repeat. 
1. kJp 6. kxb 11. dAk 16. taId 
2. bqVt 7. geIt 12. kqVp 17. bIqd 
3. kAp 8. keqd 13. dPg 18. pVt 
4. dE:t 9. taIqd 14. kaVqd 19. bAg 
5. baIk 10. bE:d 15. beIk 20. daVt 
 
Exercise 5. Fortis/lenis discrimination 
When you hear the word, say “fortis” if you hear it as ending with a fortis 
consonant, and “lenis” if you hear it as ending with a lenis consonant. You will 
then hear the correct answer and the word will be said again for you to repeat. 
Fortis Lenis Fortis Lenis 
1. right [raIt] ride [raid] 6. right [raIt] ride [raid] 
2. bat [bxt] bad [bxd] 7. tack [txk] tag [txg] 
3. bet [bet] bed [bed] 8. rope [rqVp] robe [rqVb] 
4. leak [lJk] league [lJg] 9. mate [meIt] made [meId] 
5. feet [fJt] feed [fJd] 10. beat [bJt] bead [bJd] 
 
4. Self-check questions 
1. What is the difference in pronunciation of /t/ and /l/? 
2. Speak on syllabic /l/. 
3. What is a triphthong?  What diphthongs help to form triphthongs? 
4. Why do we call the sound lateral? 
5. Do you know the difference between clear /l/ and dark /l/? 
6. What is the peculiarity in pronouncing /pl, kl/? 
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5. English rhythm practice 
Listen to this poem. Practise reading it. 
A bad day 
I overslept and missed my train, 
slipped on the sidewalk 
in the pouring rain, 
sprained my ankle, 
skinned my knees, 
broke my glasses, 
lost my keys, 
got stuck in the elevator, 
it wouldn’t go, 
kicked it twice and stubbed my toe, 
bought a pen that didn’t write, 
took it back and had a fight, 
went home angry, 
locked the door, 
crawled into bed, 
couldn’t take any more. 
 
 
Unit 6 
 
GLIDING CONSONANTS 
 
Lesson Topic Hours References 
 Gliding consonants. 8  
28 Gliding consonant [j]. 2 O’Connor – p. 57 – 58, 
Ship or Sheep – Unit 39 
29 Gliding consonant [w]. 2 O’Connor – p. 58 – 59, 
Ship or Sheep – Unit 38 
30 Gliding consonant [r]. 2 O’Connor – p. 59 – 63, 
Ship or Sheep – Units 48, 49 
31 Test on gliding consonants 2 Lab work 7 
32 Revision 2  
33 Colloquium 2  
34 Colloquium 2  
35 Final phonetic dictation 2  
36 Revision 2  
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1. Key words 
 gliding consonants 
 linking [r] 
 intrusive [r] 
 
2. Theoretical background 
2.1 Gliding consonants 
Gliding consonants are consonants with no stop or friction and which 
consist of a glide (a quick, smooth movement) towards a following vowel. We 
distinguish three gliding consonants in English: /w, j, r/. 
 
/j/ 
This consonant represents a rapid glide from the position of the vowel /J/ 
or /I/ to any other vowel. The lips are generally neutral or spread. Mind that 
there is no friction in the /j/-glide. /j/ is usually voiced. When it follows /p, t, k/ 
it loses its voicing and is made voiceless; this causes some friction to be heard. 
/j/ never occurs after vowels or in final position. 
Phonetically, it is like a vowel, because its articulation is practically the 
same as that of a front close vowel such as /J/, but is very short. But 
phonologically /j/ is a consonant: it only occurs before vowels and it cannot 
form a syllable. 
 
/w/ 
It is a quick glide from the position of the vowel /H/ or /V/ to any other 
vowel. The lips are rounded. As well as the sound /j/, /w/ is voiced and it can be 
found only before vowels. It never stands after vowels or at the end of words. 
Mind that there is no friction when we pronounce this sound unless it is found 
after /p, t, k/ where /w/ loses its voicing and becomes slightly fricative. 
Phonetically, /w/ is a vowel because it is similar to the vowel /H/, but it is 
considerably shorter. But phonologically it is still regarded as a consonant 
because it always stands before vowels and it is never syllabic. 
 
/r/ 
This is the third of the gliding consonants, but it does not resemble one of 
the English vowels as /j/ and /w/ do. The soft palate is raised so that no air can 
escape through the nasal cavity. The tongue has a curved /kE:vd/ shape: the tip 
points towards the hard palate at the back of the alveolar ridge (but does not 
touch it), the front of the tongue is low and the back is rather high. The tongue is 
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not very close to the palate as to cause friction, unless this sound is found after 
/p, t, k/ where /r/ loses its voicing and we hear some friction. The lips are 
slightly rounded, especially when /r/ is at the beginning of words. When it 
stands between vowels the lips are not rounded.  
/r/ only occurs before vowels, never before consonants. At the end of 
words /r/ is pronounced only if the immediately following word begins with a 
vowel (e.g. a teacher - /q 'tJCq/, but a teacher of English - /q 'tJCqr qv 'INglIS/). 
This is called the linking /r/. It is quite usual to hear /r/ between words when 
there is no letter ‘r’ in spelling (e.g. idea of it - /aI'dIqr qv It/). This is called the 
intrusive /r/. Many English speakers dislike it and it is better not to use it. 
 
3. Lab works 
3.1 Lab work 7. Further consonants 
Exercise 1. Repetition of words containing a velar nasal 
Listen and repeat; take care not to pronounce a plosive after the velar nasal. 
hxN  hxNq 
sININ  rPN 
rAN  bxNIN 
TIN  rIN 
 
Exercise 2. N with and without g 
Listen and repeat: 
Words of one morpheme Words of two morphemes 
fINgq     finger sINq       singer 
xNgq     anger hxNq    hanger 
bxNgq   Bangor lPNIN     longing 
hAngq    hunger rININ      ringing 
xNgl      angle bxNq     banger 
 
Exercise 3. “Clear” and “dark” l 
Listen and repeat: 
“Clear” l before vowels “Dark” l before pause “Dark” l before consonants 
laI          lie fIl         fill help         help 
lHs        loose bel       bell fIlT           filth 
lJk         leak nJl       kneel belt           belt 
lqV         low peIl      pale feIld         failed 
laVd      loud maIl    mile mIlk         milk 
lL          law kIl       kill welS         Welsh 
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Exercise 4. r 
Listen and repeat, concentrating on not allowing the tongue to make contact 
with the roof of the mouth in pronouncing this consonant: 
eqrIN  airing reqrq  rarer 
rJraIt  rewrite herIN  herring 
terqrIst  terrorist mIrq  mirror 
xrqV  arrow rLrIN  roaring 
 
Exercise 5. j and w 
Listen and repeat: 
jH   you weI   way 
jLn   yawn wL   war 
jIq   year wIn   win 
jVq   your weq   wear 
 
Exercise 6. Dictation of words 
Transcribe the words you hear. Each word will be said three times (1…12). 
 
4. Self-check questions 
1. What can you say about the distribution of /w/ and /j/? 
2. Describe the curved shape of the tongue. 
3. Why do we call these consonants glides? 
4. Dwell on the pronunciation of /pj, tj, kj/.  
5. Describe the lip position for /w/. 
6. What is the difference between linking /r/ and intrusive /r/? 
 
5. English rhythm practice 
Listen to this poem. Practise reading it. 
Major decisions 
How do you like your coffee? 
  Black! Black! 
How do you like your tea? 
  With lemon, please. 
How do you like your steak? 
  Medium rare. 
How do you like your eggs? 
  I don’t care! 
Sunny side-up? 
  I don’t care! 
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Poached on toast? 
  I don’t care! 
Scrambled, with bacon? 
  I don’t care! 
Over-easy? 
  I don’t care! 
Soft-boiled? Hard-boiled? 
  I don’t care! 
How about an omelet? 
  I don’t care! 
Come on, tell me! 
This isn’t fair. 
  I told you the truth. 
  I really don’t care! 
 
 
Unit 7 
 
CONSONANT CLUSTERS 
 
Lesson Topic Hours References 
 Consonant clusters. 16  
1 Initial consonant clusters. 
 [s] + consonant. 
2 O’Connor – p. 64 – 67, 
Karnevskaya – p.25, 97, 231 
“Our sitting room” 
2 Initial consonant clusters. 
Consonant + [l, j, w, r]. 
2 O’Connor – p. 64 – 67, 
Karnevskaya – p.97-98, 121, 203, 
231 
3 Stop + stop. 2 O’Connor – p. 67 – 70, 
Karnevskaya – p. 45, 187 
Lab work 8 
4 Stop + nasal. 2 O’Connor – p. 70 – 72, 
Karnevskaya – p.35, 187 
5 Stop + lateral. 2 O’Connor – p. 72 – 74, 
Karnevskaya – p.35, 187 
“Morning and evening” 
6 Consonants + [s, z, t, d]. 2 O’Connor – p. 74 – 75, 
Karnevskaya – p.14, 203 
7 Alveolar consonants + [T]. 2 O’Connor – p. 75, 
Karnevskaya – p. 66, 203, 243 
8 Lateral + consonant. 
Nasal + consonant. 
Longer sequences of consonants. 
2 O’Connor – p. 75 – 78, 
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1. Key words 
 consonant cluster 
 assimilation (progressive, regressive, reciprocal, double) 
 devoicing 
 loss of plosion 
 nasal plosion 
 lateral plosion 
 fricative plosion 
 
2. Theoretical background 
English speech is characterised by linking, that means that the sounds 
within a word and words within a phrase are pronounced together with no pause 
or interval between them. When we have two or more consonants together we 
call them a consonant cluster. They can be found at the beginning, in the 
middle, at the end of words and at a word boundary. When two sounds are 
pronounced together they can influence each other in different ways. The 
process when one consonant becomes in some way similar to an adjacent 
/q'GeIsqnt/ consonant is called assimilation /qsImI'leISn/. If the second 
consonant is changed under the influence of the first (the preceding) one it is 
progressive /prqV'gresIv/ assimilation. If the first consonant is changed because 
of the influence on it by the second (the following) one it is regressive 
/rI'gresIv/ assimilation. 
 
2.1 Initial consonant clusters 
Initial two-consonant clusters are of two sorts in English: 
1) /s/ followed by one of the following consonants /p, t, k, f, m, n, l, w, j/; 
2) one of the consonants (except /s/) followed by /l, r, w, j/. 
• When /s/ precedes /p, t, k/ they lose their aspiration (star, spear, sky). 
 
2.1.1 Voiceless consonants + /n, m, l, r, w, j/ 
In the clusters of any voiceless consonant with the sounds /n, m, l, r, w, j/ 
partial or complete devoicing of the second sound takes place, i.e. progressive 
assimilation affecting the work of the vocal cords can be observed here. 
• /n, m, l, r, w, j/ become completely devoiced after /p, t, k/ in a stressed syllable 
(pleI, tjHn, kwIk). Notice that when /l, r, w, j/ follow /p, t, k/ they become 
slightly fricative, i.e. some friction is heard when we pronounce them.  
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• They become partially devoiced: 
- after /p, t, k/ in an unstressed syllable or at a word boundary (prI'peq, 
'rItn, 'help mI);  
- after /sp, st, sk/ (spreI, stjH, skweq); 
- after any voiceless friction consonant /s, f, S, T, h/ (smaIl, fjH, SrJk, 
TrJ, 'hjHmq). 
 
2.1.2 Combinations of alveolar consonants /t, d/ with /r/  
In these clusters regressive assimilation affecting the place and the manner 
of articulation takes place. Under the influence of the post-alveolar /r/, the 
alveolar consonants /t, d/ become post-alveolar, too (traI, drJm), they are 
pronounced with the tip of the tongue close to the back of the alveolar ridge. 
Besides, in /tr/ there is progressive assimilation affecting the work of the 
vocal cords: /r/ becomes partially or completely devoiced. 
So, in /tr/ we have double (reciprocal /rI'sIprqkql/) assimilation. 
 
2.1.3 Combinations of dental consonants /T, D/ with /r/ 
In these clusters progressive assimilation affecting the place and the manner 
of articulation takes place. Under the influence of the dental /T, D/ the post-
alveolar /r/ is replaced by an alveolar tap or a flapped variety of /r/ (TrJ, wID 
reIn) - a single short tap is made by the tip of the tongue on the alveolar ridge. 
Besides, in /Tr/ there is partial devoicing of /r/, i.e. progressive 
assimilation affecting the work of the vocal cords takes place. 
So, in /Tr/ we have double assimilation. 
 
2.1.4 Combination of consonants with /w/ 
/w/ influences the preceding consonant and it becomes lip-rounded or 
labialized, i.e. regressive assimilation affecting the position of the lips takes 
place (dwel, swetq). 
When /w/ is preceded by a voiceless consonant, /w/ becomes partially or 
completely devoiced i.e. progressive assimilation affecting the work of the vocal 
cords takes place (twIst, swHp, kwaIt). 
Thus, in clusters /tw, kw, sw/ double (reciprocal) assimilation takes place. 
 
2.1.5 Sequences of three consonants initially 
These are combinations of the two types described above (spreI, skweq, 
stjHdnt). The /s/ at the beginning is cut off by the following stop consonant, 
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and during the pronunciation of this stop the following consonant is fully 
prepared. The influence of the three consonants on each other in these clusters is 
similar to that in two-consonant clusters. 
 
2.2 Final consonant clusters 
Sequences of consonants at the end of words are more varied than at the 
beginning mainly because /s, z/ are added to most nouns to make their plural 
forms, and /t, d/ are added to most verbs to make their past forms, also /T/ can 
be added to numerals. 
 
2.2.1 Stop + stop 
When we have a cluster of 2 stop consonants, we start pronouncing the first 
consonant by making a closure for this sound in our mouth. Then without 
releasing the air we put the speech organs in the position for the second stop 
consonant thus making the second closure. So at the same time we have two 
closures in our mouth.  The air cannot go out after the first stop consonant so it 
loses its explosion and becomes incomplete. We hear only one explosion after 
the 2nd consonant. This phenomenon is called loss of plosion (e.g. slept, bIg 
bOI, lekCq, etc.). It happens whenever one stop consonant (except /C, G/) is 
followed immediately by another, not only at the end of words but also in the 
middle of words or between words. For /C, G/ the friction part is never missing, 
so they should always be complete (wIC Ceq, lRG gRdn).  
When we have 2 stop consonants having the same place of articulation (e.g. 
stop peering, good teacher) we hold the closure for them for double the usual 
time. So the first stop consonant does not have an explosion, too. 
When we have the cluster of the strong-weak pair (e.g. bed time, big 
castle) the force of articulation also changes from strong to weak or vice versa. 
If three stop consonants come together (e.g. /slept bxdlI/), there is still one 
explosion, that of the third consonant. The first consonant is formed and held for 
longer than usual, the second consonant disappears, and the third is pronounced 
normally. 
 
2.2.2 Stop + nasal 
When we have a cluster of a stop consonant /t, d, p, b, k, g/ with the nasal 
consonants /m, n/ the explosion of a stop happens through the nose. So the 
nasal plosion takes place. We start pronouncing a stop consonant by raising the 
soft palate and making a closure for the air in our mouth. But then instead of 
releasing the closure we start forming the nasal consonant by putting the tip of 
the tongue to the alveolar ridge for /n/, or by closing the two lips for /m/ (or we 
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leave the speech organs in the same position if the stop consonant and the nasal 
consonant have the same place of articulation). Then we just lower the soft 
palate and the explosion of the stop consonant goes through the nose (admire, 
not mine, partner). 
Besides, in clusters of the voiceless stop consonants with /m, n/ some 
devoicing of the nasal consonants takes place (progressive assimilation affecting 
the work of the vocal cords). 
 
2.2.3 Stop + lateral 
When we have a cluster of a stop consonant /t, d, p, b, k, g/ with the lateral 
consonant /l/ the lateral plosion takes place. We make the closure for a stop 
consonant in our mouth and then without releasing the air we raise the tip of the 
tongue to the alveolar ridge for /l/ (or we just lower the sides of the tongue if the 
first consonant is /t/ or /d/). And we hear the explosion of a stop consonant 
when we pronounce /l/ as the air goes along the sides of the tongue (table, good 
luck, badly). 
If /l/ is preceded by a voiceless stop consonant, it becomes partially or 
completely devoiced (progressive assimilation affecting the work of the vocal cords).  
 
2.2.4 Consonants + /s, z/ 
Because of the way in which regular plurals are formed in English there are 
very many sequences of a consonant followed by /s, z/. All these clusters should 
be pronounced together without any pause or interval between the sounds. But 
clusters of stop consonants followed by /s, z/ are of special interest. 
When we have a cluster of a stop consonant /t, d, p, b, k, g/ with the 
fricative consonants /s, z/ the fricative plosion takes place. We start producing a 
stop consonant and then instead of letting the air out, we put our speech organs 
in the position necessary for /s, z/. So we hear the explosion of a stop consonant 
when we pronounce /s, z/ and all the air goes through a narrow opening in our 
mouth (cats, upside, think so, bags). 
 
2.2.5 Alveolar consonants + /T, D/ 
When we have a cluster of the alveolar consonants /t, d, n, l/ with the 
dental consonants /T, D/ regressive assimilation affecting the place of 
articulation takes place. Normally these alveolar consonants are made with the 
tip of the tongue on the alveolar ridge. But when they are followed by /T, D/ they 
are made with the tongue-tip touching the back of the upper front teeth. So we 
say that the alveolar consonants /t, d, n, l/ are represented by their dental 
variants (tenT, kLl Dqm). 
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2.2.6 /l/ + consonant 
Various consonants may follow /l/. We have already discussed clusters /l/ 
+ /T, D/. Before any consonant /l/ will be dark and the following consonant will 
be formed while /l/ is being pronounced. /l/ is never syllabic in these clusters 
(help, milk, film, etc.). 
 
2.2.7 Nasal + consonant 
We have already dealt with nasal consonants followed by /T, D/. There are 
many other different consonants which may follow /m, n, N/. Usually the organs 
of speech in such clusters are exactly or almost exactly in the same position for 
the nasal as for the second consonant (sens, hAnt, mAnC, SrImp, 'traIqmf, 
TxNk, 'fINgq, etc.). 
 
2.2.8 Longer consonant sequences 
In phrases one word may end with a consonant cluster and the next word 
may begin with another consonant cluster, so that longer sequences quite 
commonly occur. These may be clusters of three (help mJ), four (fIfT flL), five 
(Its splendId), six (nekst sprIN) and even seven consonants as for example in 
/Dq teksts stjHpId/. As always there is a smooth passage from each consonant 
to the next, with no pause, no gap between them. The influence of consonants on 
each other still remains and it is the same as it was described above in two-
consonant clusters. 
 
3. Lab works 
3.1 Lab work 8. Consonant clusters 
Exercise 1. Devoicing of [l, r, w, j] 
When [l, r, w, j] follow [p, t, k] in syllable-initial position they are produced as 
voiceless, slightly fricative sounds. Listen and repeat: 
pleI     play treI     tray klIq     clear 
preI     pray twIn    twin kraI     cry 
pjH      pew tjHn    tune kjH      queue 
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Exercise 2. Repetition of initial clusters 
Listen and repeat: 
             Two consonants Three consonants 
spPt   spot plaV   plough spleI   splay 
stqVn   stone twIst   twist spreI   spray 
skeIt   skate krJm   cream spjH   spew 
sfIq   sphere pjVq   pure streI   stray 
smaIl   smile fleIm   flame stjH   stew 
snqV   snow SrINk   shrink skrH   screw 
slxm   slam vjH   view skwPS   squash 
swIC   switch TwLt   thwart skjH   skew 
 
Exercise 3. Final plosive-plus-plosive clusters 
a) Listen and repeat: 
pxkt   packed rIgd   rigged 
bxgd   bagged dAkt   duct 
drPpt   dropped lept   leapt 
rPbd   robbed grxbd   grabbed 
 
b) It is difficult to hear the difference between, for example, ‘dropped back’ and 
‘drop back’, since in the normal pronunciation only the last plosive of the 
cluster is audibly released. The main difference is that the three-consonant 
cluster is longer. Listen and repeat: 
A B 
grxbd bqVT    grabbed both grxb bqVT    grab both 
laIkt Dqm    liked them laIk Dqm    like them 
hPpt bxk    hopped back hPp bxk    hop back 
lVkt fLwqd    looked forward lVk fLwqd    look forward 
pegd daVn    pegged down peg daVn    peg down 
wIpt krJm    whipped cream wIp krJm   whip cream 
 
Exercise 4. Recognition 
Look at the items of Exercise 3(b) above. When you hear one of them, say “A” if 
you hear an item from the left-hand column, or “B” if you hear one from the 
right-hand column. You will then hear the correct answer and the item will be 
said again for you to repeat (1…6). 
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Exercise 5. Final clusters of three and four consonants 
Listen and repeat: 
helps    helps twelfTs    twelfths rJCt    reached 
sIksT    sixth nekst    next teksts    texts 
TxNkt    thanked reInGd    ranged  
eGd    edged rIsks    risks  
 
Exercise 6. Pronouncing consonant clusters 
When you hear the number, say the word. You will then hear the correct 
pronunciation which you should repeat. 
1. skreIpt 3. klqVDz 5. krAnCt 7. plAnGd 
2. grAGd 4. skrIpts 6. TrqVnz 8. kwenC 
 
4. Self-check questions 
1. Match these questions on the left with the answers on the right. Underline 
consonant clusters and analyze them. Say the short conversations together 
with your partner. 
What did Sue have for Christmas? Just bread and crisps. 
How can I speak English better? A blue blouse. 
What do we need from the supermarket? Quite cloudy. 
What should I take on my holiday to Iceland? Practise your pronunciation
What’s the weather like? Plenty of warm clothes 
 
2. Underline consonant clusters, analyze them. Practise this message to the doctor.  
Hello, my name is Gillian Treekn. Please tell Dr Phillips that my daughter 
Nicola is ill. She’s got little red spots, which itch terribly. And she’s got a high 
temperature. If she drinks anything, she’s sick. I think she needs a home visit. 
Our address is 56 Black Gate. 
 
5. English rhythm practice 
Listen to this poem. Practise reading it. 
More bad luck 
The bread was stale, 
it four days old. 
The milk was sour. 
The coffee was cold. 
The butter was rancid. 
The steak was tough. 
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The service was dreadful. 
The waiter was rough. 
My bill was huge. 
His tip was small. 
I’m sorry I went to that place at all. 
 
 
Unit 8 
 
STRESS 
 
Lesson Topic Hours References 
 Stress 10  
9 Word stress. 2 O’Connor – p. 90 – 92, 
Headway El.Pron. – p. 2, 31, 44, 
Headway Pr.Pron. – p. 5, 8, 17, 35, 39, 
46, 
Lab works 9, 10, 11 
“Good name” 
10 Utterance stress. 2 Headway El.Pron. – p. 6, 
Headway Pr.Pron. – p. 26 
11 Weak forms. 2 O’Connor – p. 92 – 95, 
Headway El.Pron. – p. 10, 12, 27 
Headway Pr.Pron. – p. 6, 9, 29 
Lab work 12 
“The arrow and the song” 
12 Strong forms. 2 O’Connor – p. 95, 
Headway Int.Pron. – p. 8, 13 
Lab work 13 
13 Usage of weak and strong forms. 2 Headway El.Pron. – p. 38, 46 
Headway Int.Pron. – p. 35, 36, 54, 55 
 “Nurse’s song” 
 
1. Key words 
 syllable 
 primary and secondary stress  
 word and utterance stress 
 stress shift 
 content and function words 
 utterance 
 pitch 
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 tone 
 static stress (high, low, full, partial) 
 reduction (weakening) 
 weak and strong form 
 
2. Theoretical background 
Every English word consists of one or more syllables. A syllable is a group 
of sounds that are pronounced together. Each syllable contains one vowel, and 
only one (diphthongs are treated as one vowel, triphthongs – as two). This vowel 
may be preceded or followed by one or more consonants. The vowel itself may 
be a short vowel, a long vowel or a diphthong, or if it is /q/ it may be combined 
with a nasal or lateral consonant to give a syllabic consonant.  
The sequence of syllables in the word is not pronounced identically. The 
syllable or syllables which are said with more prominence, with greater effort 
than the other syllables of the word are called stressed. A stressed syllable is 
marked by a) greater loudness than unstressed syllables and often by b) greater 
length, c) pitch movement and d) more clearly pronounced vowel quality. 
 
2.1 Word stress 
There is no simple way of knowing which syllable or syllables in an 
English word must be stressed, but every time you learn a new word you must 
be sure to learn how it is stressed. The stress pattern of English words is fixed, 
that is the main stress always falls on a particular syllable of the word. Any good 
dictionary will give this information. If you stress the wrong syllable it spoils the 
shape of the word and there may arise difficulties in recognising the word. 
In English all words of more than one syllable have at least one stressed 
syllable. If a word has only one stressed syllable we say that it has primary 
/'praImqrI/ stress ('m). This is the strongest type of stress. In some words that 
consist of many syllables we can observe a type of stress that is weaker than 
primary stress but stronger than all the other unstressed syllables. We call this 
secondary /'sekqndqrI/ stress ("m).  
There are three main stress patterns of words that have two stresses: 
• secondary + primary; 
• primary + secondary; 
• two primary stresses. 
To the first group (secondary + primary stress) we refer a number of 
complex words that have primary stress at the end and secondary stress at the 
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beginning of the word (on the first or on the second syllable). For example,  
"demon'stration, e"xami'nation, etc. 
To the second type (primary + secondary stress) we refer compound nouns 
where the first element is the main one. The secondary stress here is marked 
only when the second element consists of two or more syllables. For example, 
'book-"keeper, 'hair-"dresser, etc. 
Two primary stresses are characteristic of complex and compound 
numerals ('fif'teen, 'twenty-'two), of compound adjectives ('kind-'hearted, 
'bow-'legged), of compound nouns ('week'end, 'T'V), of phrasal verbs ('get 
'up, 'sit 'down).  
Sometimes we can distinguish between compound nouns and free word 
combinations only because of their stress patterns: 
a dancing- girl – a professional dancer; a dancing  girl – a girl who is 
dancing; 
a dark room – a room where the photographs are made; a dark  room – a room 
where there is not enough light. 
Some words seem to change their stress pattern in connected speech (e.g. 
He’s Japa nese. – but:  He’s a  Japanese doctor.). This phenomenon is 
known as stress shift. It happens because the following word starts with the 
stressed syllable, so the preceding word has to change the stress pattern to 
preserve the rhythm (we are going to discuss it later). 
Words consisting of one syllable represent a special group. They may be 
divided into content /'kPntqnt/ words and function /'fANkSn/ words. Content 
words are usually stressed and they always have a full-quality vowel. These are 
full verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs and numerals. Function words are purely 
grammatical forms which do not add much to the meaning of the phrase; 
therefore they are usually unstressed and have a weak form. These are pronouns, 
prepositions, articles, conjunctions, auxiliary and modal verbs. They can be 
stressed, too, and then they have their strong form with a full-quality vowel. 
 
2.2 Utterance stress 
When we talk we do not talk in single words but in groups of words spoken 
continuously (utterances /'AtrqnsIz/), with no break or pause. We may make a 
pause after a word group, but not during it. These groups may be long or short or 
they may be of intermediate length.  
When one group is very closely connected grammatically to the next, there 
is a very slight pause, marked by ( ) or (|). When two groups are not so closely 
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connected, there is a longer pause, marked by (||), and this mark is also used to 
show the end of an utterance. 
In any utterance there are words which carry the most of the meaning and 
there are words which are not specially helpful to the meaning, not important. 
And to show the listeners which words are important, which words they should 
pay particular attention to, we put stress on these words. There may be several 
stressed words in an utterance and they will have different degree of 
prominence. 
The stressed syllable of the most important word is considered to be the 
centre of an utterance and it will have the greatest stress. This syllable will be 
pronounced with the change in the pitch (height) of our voice. This kind of 
utterance stress can be called a tone (or moving stress). There are five main 
tones in English: 
• Fall (the voice goes down from the high pitch to the low), marked m; 
• Rise (the voice goes up from the low pitch to the high), marked m; 
• Fall-Rise (the voice first goes down and then up), marked m; 
• Rise-Fall (first the voice goes up and then down), marked m; 
• Level (it is pronounced on one and the same level: low, mid or high), 
marked _m  or  –m . 
Other stressed words in an utterance will have static /'stxtIk/ (or non-
moving) stress. There is no change in the pitch of the voice when we pronounce 
them. Static stresses can be high (pronounced on the high level and marked m 
or m) or low (pronounced on the low level and marked m). And according to 
the degree of prominence static stresses can also be full ( m) or partial ( m and 
m). For example: 
- I am a student of  Polotsk  State Uni versity. 
 
2.3 Weak and strong forms of words 
Function words in English are generally not stressed, unless there is a need for 
special contrast or prominence on them. So, when these words are unstressed they 
have their weak forms, but when they are stressed they have their strong forms. 
An important feature of English pronunciation is weakening or reduction 
/rI'dAkSn/ of function words in an unstressed position in an utterance. These 
words show reductions in the length of sounds, weakening of vowels towards /q, 
I/ and disappearances of some vowels and consonants. 
Why is it important to learn how weak forms are used? It is possible to use 
only strong forms in speaking, for example /xnd/ instead of /qnd/ or /wPz/ 
instead of /wqz/. There are two main reasons for using weak forms. Firstly, most 
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native speakers of English find an ‘all-strong-form’ pronunciation unnatural and 
foreign-sounding. Secondly, and more importantly, speakers who are not 
familiar with the use of weak forms are likely to have difficulty understanding 
speakers who do use weak forms; since practically all native speakers of British 
English use them, learners of the language need to learn about these weak forms 
to help them to understand what they hear. 
There are about 40 function words in English: 
 
Word Strong form Weak form Examples 
a eI q  (before consonants) q *paVnd q *deI 
an xn qn (before vowels) *hxv qn *xpl 
the  DJ Dq 
Di or DJ 
(before consonants) 
(before vowels) 
Dq *mL Dq *merIq 
qt Di *eqpLt 
and xnd qn  *blxk qn *waIt 
as xz qz  qz *gVd qz *gqVld 
but bAt bqt  *gVd bqt Iks*pensIv 
than Dxn Dqn  *betq Dqn *evq 
that Dxt Dqt (only in a relative clause) aI qd*mIt Dqt aI *dId It 
there Deq Dq (as an indefinite adverb) Dq z q *bVk Pn Dq *teIbl 
he hJ J  *dId J *wIn 
him hIm Im  *lJv Im 
his hIz Iz  aI *laIk Iz *taI 
her hE: E: or q 
E:r or qr 
(before consonants) 
(before vowels) 
*teIk q *hqVm 
*teIk qr *aVt 
them  Dem Dqm  *Jt Dqm 
us As qs 
s 
 
(only in let’s) 
*raIt qs 
*lets *dH It  
you jH ju  *wPt dq ju *TINk 
at xt qt  *kAm qt *wAns 
for fL fq 
fqr 
(before consonants) 
(before vowels) 
*kAm fq *tJ 
*kAm fqr q *mJl 
from frPm frqm  aI *keIm frqm *lAndqn 
of Pv qv  *mqVst qv *Ll 
to tH tq 
tH or tu 
(before consonants) 
(before vowels) 
*traI tq *stPp 
*taIm tu *Jt 
some sAm sqm (meaning ‘an unspecified 
amount of’) 
aI *nJd sqm *peIpq 
do dH dq 
dH or du 
(before consonants) 
(before vowels) 
*haV dq DeI *nqV 
*haV du aI *nqV 
does dAz dqz  *wen dqz It q*raIv 
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am xm qm 
m 
 *waI qm aI *hIq 
aI m *taIqd 
are R q 
qr 
(before consonants) 
(before vowels) 
Dq *gE:lz q *prItI 
Dq *men qr *AglI 
is Iz s 
 
 
z 
(after voiceless 
consonants) 
(after vowels and voiced 
consonants) 
*Dxt s *faIn 
 
*weq z *GPn 
*GPn z *hIq 
was wPz wqz  Dq *weDq wqz *faIn 
were wE: wq 
wqr 
(before consonants) 
(before vowels) 
DeI wq *leIt 
DeI wer *JzI 
be bJ bi or bI  *dqVnt bi *rHd 
just GAst Gqst  Gqst bI*haInd 
have 
 
hxv v 
 
qv 
(after pronouns, as an 
auxiliary verb) 
DeI v *dAn It 
 
Dq *men qv *gPn 
has hxz qz 
s 
 
z 
(after s, z, S, Z, C, G) 
(after other voiceless 
consonants) 
(after vowels and voiced 
consonants) 
Dq *pleIs qz *CeInGd 
*Gxk s *gPn 
hJ z *gPn 
*GPn z *gPn 
had hxd d 
qd 
(after pronouns) DeI d *left *hqVm 
Dq *deI qd bJn *faIn 
shall Sxl Sql or Sl  aI Sl bi *krPs 
should SVd Sqd  aI Sqd fq*get It  
will wIl l 
ql 
 
(after vowels and /l/) 
*DIs l *dH 
Dq *gE:l ql *wIn 
would wVd d 
qd 
(after pronouns) *aI d *dH It 
*GPn qd *dH It 
can kxn kqn  *haV kqn aI *help 
could kVd kqd  *hJ kqd *dH It 
must mAst mqst  aI mqst *tel Im 
 
All these function words are in certain circumstances pronounced in their 
strong forms. It is important to remember that there are contexts where only the 
strong form must be used. There are some simple rules which we are to observe: 
• whenever the function word is stressed it has its strong form: 
/Dq *letqz *frPm *GPn nPt *tH *GPn/ 
• whenever the function word is at the end of an utterance: 
/*Dxts *wPt aIm *fPnd Pv/ 
/*jH R/ 
• whenever it is cited or pronounced separately for some purpose: 
/mAst/ 
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• if the function word ends in a vowel and the following word begins with a 
vowel, the function word also has its strong form: 
/tH Rsk/ or  /DJ ADq/ 
But there are some exceptions. Pronouns he, him, his, her, them, us have 
their weak forms at the end of an utterance (unless they are stressed, of course). 
Also pronouns he, him, his, her, when found at the beginning of an utterance, 
are pronounced with an initial /h/.  
There are some function words which always have their strong forms 
regardless whether they are stressed or not. These are: 
 
on Pn Its Pn Dq *teIbl 
off Pf *GAst Pf Dq *rqVd 
in In Its In Dq *desk 
not nPt aI *hqVp nPt 
 
Also to this group we can refer the following words which can have their 
strong or weak forms according to their meaning in a sentence: 
• have (when it is a main verb with the meaning ‘to possess’), 
I have a *very *good *car. /hxv/ 
• do (when it is a main verb with the meaning ‘to make, to perform’), 
He *always does his *best. /dAz/ 
• some (when it is an indefinite pronoun), 
I *think some *animal *broke it. /sAm/ 
• that (when it is a demonstrative pronoun), 
I must *answer that *letter. /Dxt/ 
• there (when it is an adverb of place), 
He *went there to *study. /Deq/ 
 
3. Lab works 
3.1 Lab work 9. Weak syllables 
Exercise 1. “Schwa” q 
Listen and repeat: 
Two-syllable words with weak first syllable and stress on the second syllable 
about   [q'baVt] ahead   [q'hed] again   [q'gen] 
obtuse   [q'btjHs] oppose   [q'pqVz] offend   [q'fend] 
suppose   [sq'pqVz] support   [sq'pLt] suggest   [sq'Gest] 
forget   [fq'get] forsake   [fq'seIk] forbid   [fq'bId] 
perhaps   [pq'hxps] percent   [pq'sent] perceive   [pq'sJv] 
survive   [sq'vaIv] surprise   [sq'praIz] survey (v)   [sq'veI] 
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Two-syllable words with weak second syllable and stress on the first syllable 
ballad   ['bxlqd] Alan   ['xlqn] necklace   ['neklqs] 
melon   ['melqn] paddock   ['pxdqk] purpose   ['pE:pqs] 
hundred   ['hAndrqd] sullen   ['sAlqn] open   ['qVpqn] 
circus   ['sE:kqs] autumn   ['Ltqm] album   ['xlbqm] 
tankard   ['txNkqd] custard   ['kAstqd] standard   ['stxndqd] 
juror   ['GVqrq] major   ['meIGq] manor   ['mxnq] 
longer   ['lPNgq] eastern   ['Jstqn] mother   ['mADq] 
nature   ['neICq] posture   ['pPsCq] creature   ['krJCq] 
ferrous   ['ferqs] vicious   ['vISqs] gracious   ['greISqs] 
thorough   ['TArq] borough   ['bArq]  
saviour   ['seIvjq] succour   ['sAkq] colour   ['kAlq] 
 
Three-syllable words with weak second syllable and stress on the first syllable 
workaday   ['wE:kqdeI] roundabout   ['raVndqbaVt] 
customer   ['kAstqmq] pantomime   ['pxntqmaIm] 
perjury   ['pE:GqrI] venturer   ['venCqrq] 
standardise   ['stxndqdaIz] jeopardy   ['GepqdI] 
wonderland   ['wAndqlxnd] yesterday   ['jestqdeI] 
 
Exercise 2. Close front vowels 
Listen and repeat: 
Weak initial syllables Weak final syllables 
excite   [Ik'saIt] resume   [rI'zjHm] city   ['sItI] many   ['menI] 
exist   [Ig'zIst] relate   [rI'leIt] funny   ['fAnI] lazy   ['leIzI] 
inane   [I'neIn] effect   [I'fekt] easy   ['JzI] only   ['qVnlI] 
device   [dI'vaIs] ellipse   [I'lIps] busy   ['bIzI] lady   ['leIdI] 
 
Exercise 3. Syllabic [l] 
Listen and repeat: 
bottle   ['bPtl] bottled   ['bPtld] bottling   ['bPtlIN] 
muddle   ['mAdl] muddled   ['mAdld] muddling   ['mAdlIN] 
tunnel   ['tAnl] tunnelled   ['tAnld] tunnelling   ['tAnlIN] 
wrestle   ['resl] wrestled   ['resld] wrestling   ['reslIN] 
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Exercise 4. Syllabic [n] 
Listen and repeat: 
burden   ['bE:dn] burdened   ['bE:dnd] burdening   ['bE:dnIN] 
frighten   ['fraItn] frightened   ['fraItnd] frightening   ['fraItnIN] 
listen   ['lIsn] listened   ['lIsnd] listening   ['lIsnIN] 
 
Exercise 5. Transcription 
Transcribe the following words, giving particular attention to the weak 
syllables. Each word will be said twice (1…10). 
 
3.2 Lab work 10. Word stress 
Exercise 1. Stress marking 
When you hear the word, repeat it, then place a stress mark (') before the 
stressed syllable. 
enImI   enemy sqbtrxkt   subtract 
kqlekt   collect elIfqnt   elephant 
kxpItl   capital qbzE:vq   observer 
kRneISn   carnation prPfIt   profit 
pxrqdaIs   paradise entqteIn   entertain 
 
Exercise 2. Pronouncing from transcription 
The following are British place-names. When you hear the number, pronounce 
them with the stress as marked. You will then hear the correct pronunciation, 
which you should repeat. 
1. 'SrqVzbrI 6. 'bE:mINqm 
2. pPl'perqV 7. nL'Tqmptqn 
3. xbq'dJn 8. dAn'dJ 
4. wVlvq'hxmptqn 9. 'kxntqbrI 
5. xbq'rIstwqT 10. 'beIzINstqVk 
 
Exercise 3. Placing stress on verbs, adjectives and nouns 
When you hear the number, pronounce the word with the appropriate stress. 
You will then hear the correct pronunciation, which you should repeat. 
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Two-syllable words 
Verbs  
1. dIsJv   deceive 6. qbGekt   object 
2. SRpqn   sharpen 7. kPNkq   conquer 
3. kqlekt   collect 8. rIkLd   record 
4. prqnaVns   pronounce 9. pPlIS   polish 
5. kPpI   copy 10. dIpend   depend 
  
Adjectives  
1. JzI   easy 6. jelqV   yellow 
2. kqmplJt   complete 7. E:lI   early 
3. meIGq   major 8. sqblaIm   sublime 
4. qlqVn  alone 9. hevI   heavy 
5. bIlqV   below 10. qlaIv   alive 
  
Nouns  
1. bISqp   bishop 6. PfIs   office 
2. xspekt   aspect 7. qreI   array 
3. qfeq   affair 8. pqtrqVl   patrol 
4. kRpIt   carpet 9. dentIst   dentist 
5. dIfJt   defeat 10. Ltqm   autumn 
  
Three-syllable words 
Verbs  
1. entqteIn   entertain 6. IlIsIt   elicit 
2. rezqrekt   resurrect 7. kPmqndIq   commandeer 
3. qbxndqn   abandon 8. ImxGIn   imagine 
4. dIlIvq   deliver 9. dItE:mIn   determine 
5. IntqrApt   interrupt 10. sepqreIt   separate 
  
Adjectives  
1. ImpLtnt   important 6. Inslqnt   insolent 
2. InLmqs   enormous 7. fxntxstIk   fantastic  
3. derIlIkt   derelict 8. negqtIv   negative 
4. desIml   decimal 9. xkjqrqt   accurate 
5. xbnLml   abnormal 10. AnlaIklI   unlikely 
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Nouns  
1. fE:nICq   furniture 6. kqTJdrql   cathedral 
2. dIzRstq   disaster 7. hPlqkLst   holocaust 
3. dIsaIpl   disciple 8. trxnzIstq   transistor 
4. xmbjqlqns   ambulance  9. xksIdnt   accident 
5. kwPntItI   quantity 10. tqmRtqV   tomato 
 
3.3 Lab work 11. Complex word stress 
Exercise 1. Stress-carrying suffixes 
When you hear the number, pronounce the word with stress on the suffix. You 
will then hear the correct pronunciation which you should repeat. 
1. -ain:   entertain   "entq'teIn 4. -ese:   Portuguese   "pLCq'gJz 
2. -ee:   refugee   "refjV'GJ 5. -ette:   cigarette   "sIgq'ret 
3. -eer:   mountaineer   "maVntI'nIq 6. -esque:   picturesque   "pIkCq'resk 
 
When you hear the stem word, say the word with the given suffix, putting the 
stress on that suffix. In these examples, a secondary stress comes on the 
penultimate syllable of the stem. 
employ + -ee  absent + -ee 
engine + -eer  profit + -eer 
Sudan + -ese  Pekin + -ese 
usher + -ette  statue + -ette 
 
Exercise 2. Neutral suffixes 
When you hear the stem word, add the suffix without changing the stress. 
comfort + -able  power + -less 
anchor + -age  hurried + -ly 
refuse + -al   punish + -ment 
wide + -en   yellow + -ness 
wonder + -ful  poison + -ous 
amaze + -ing  glory + -fy 
devil + -ish   other + -wise 
bird + -like   fun + -y 
 
Exercise 3. Stress-moving suffixes 
When you hear the stem word, say it with the suffix added and put the stress on 
the last syllable of the stem. 
advantage + -eous  injure + -ious 
photo + -graphy  tranquil + -ity 
proverb + -ial  reflex + -ive 
climate + -ic embryo + -logy 
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Exercise 4. Compound words 
When you hear the number, say the item. 
a) First element adjectival, stress on second element. 
1. loudspeaker  4. second-class 
2. bad-tempered  5. three-wheeler 
3. headquarters 
b) First element nominal, stress on first element. 
1. typewriter  4. suitcase 
2. car-ferry   5. tea-cup 
3. sunrise 
c) Mixture of type (a) and (b). 
1. long-suffering  4. red-blooded 
2. gunman   5. gear-box 
3. shoelace   6. overweight 
 
Exercise 5. Word-class pairs 
You will hear the number of the item and its word-class. Stress the second 
syllable if it is a verb; stress the first syllable if it is a noun or adjective. 
1. abstract (adj) 7. export (v) 13. present (adj) 
2. conduct (v) 8. import (n) 14. produce (v) 
3. contract (n) 9. insult (v) 15. protest (n) 
4. contrast (v) 10. object (n) 16. rebel (v) 
5. desert (n) 11. perfect (adj) 17. record (n) 
6. escort (n) 12. permit (v) 18. subject (n) 
 
3.4 Lab work 12. Weak forms 
Exercise 1. Sentences for transcription 
Write the following sentences in transcription, taking care to give the correct 
weak forms (1…12). 
 
Exercise 2. Weak forms with pre-vocalic and pre-consonantal forms 
When you hear the number, say the phrase, using the appropriate weak form: 
the 1. the apple  /Di xpl/ 2. the pear  /Dq peq/ 
to 3. to Edinburgh  /tu ednbrq/ 4. to Leeds  /tq lJdz/ 
do 5. so do I  /sqV du aI/ 6. so do they  /sqV dq DeI/ 
a/an 7. an ear  /qn Iq/ 8. a foot  /q fVt/ 
her 9. her eyes  /hqr aIz/ 10. her nose  /hq nqVz/ 
your 11. your uncle  /jqr ANkl/ 12. your friend  /jq frend/ 
for 13. for Alan  /fqr xlqn/ 14. for Mike  /fq maIk/ 
there 15. there aren’t  /Dqr Rnt/ 16. there couldn’t  /Dq kVdnt/ 
are 17. these are ours  /DJz qr aVqz/ 18. these are mine  /DJz q main/ 
were 19. you were out  /jH wqr aVt/ 20. you were there  /jH wq Deq/ 
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Exercise 3. Transcription 
Write the following sentences in transcription, taking care to give the correct 
weak forms (1…5). 
 
Exercise 4. Pronunciation of weak forms 
This exercise uses the sentences of Exercise 3. When you hear the number, say 
the sentence, giving particular attention to the weak forms. 
 
3.5 Lab work 13. Revision 
Exercise 1. Reading unfamiliar words from transcription 
The following are British place-names written in transcription. When you hear 
the number, say the word, making sure that the stress is correctly placed. You 
will then hear the correct pronunciation which you should repeat. 
1. 'kqVlCIstq 6. "hPlI'hed 
2. kR'laIl 7. 'frxmlINqm 
3. 'herIfqd 8. saVT'end 
4. 'skAnTLp 9. 'Celtnqm 
5. glq'mLgqn 10. "Invq'nes 
 
Exercise 2. Transcription of unfamiliar words 
The following are also place-names. Each will be said twice; write what you 
hear in transcription, including stress marks (1…10). 
 
Exercise 3. Stress placement in sentences 
Put a stress mark ( ) before each syllable you would expect to be stressed in the 
following sentences.  
1. James decided to type the letter himself. 
2. The plane was approaching the runway at high speed. 
3. Try to see the other person’s point of view. 
4. You put your brakes on when the light turns to red. 
5. In a short time the house was full of children. 
Exercise 4. Pronunciation of stressed syllables 
When you hear the number, say the sentence from the list in Exercise 3 taking 
care to stress the correct syllables. You will then hear the correct version, which 
you should repeat (1…5). 
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Exercise 5. Weak forms 
Transcribe the following sentences, taking care to give the correct weak forms 
(1…5). 
 
4. Additional exercises 
Exercise 1  
How many syllables do these words have? One is done for you. 
furniture……3    bought……    blackboard……    examination……    
remember……    collect……    anybody……    please……    grandmother……        
impossible……    electricity……    rabbit……    directions……    goodbye…… 
Listen and check your answers. 
 
Exercise 2 
Show the stressed and unstressed syllables in the same way in the words as in 
the example. 
furniture   z • • 
Listen again to the words given in ex.1. Repeat the words and check your 
answers. 
 
Exercise 3 
Here are the English names of some capital cities. How many syllables are there 
in each name? Show which syllables are stressed. 
Budapest  Moscow 
Bangkok  Jakarta 
Madrid  Lima 
 
Exercise 4 
Four of the words in each of the lines below have the stressed pattern shown 
and one has a different pattern. This is the odd one out. Before listening to the 
words, try to find the odd one out in each list. 
1. • z above, chicken, postpone, guitar, correct 
2. z • under, dirty, handsome, Japan, reason 
3. • z • exciting, tomorrow, November, injection, telephone 
4. z • • policeman, cinema, yesterday, politics, overcoat  
5. • • z • unemployment, competition, supermarket, information, immigration 
Repeat the words and check your answers. 
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Exercise 5 
How many syllables do these words have? One is done for you. When you have 
finished, repeat the words and check your answers. 
economics……4    Zimbabwe……    diplomat……    July……    Chinese……       
biology……    Arabic……    Peru……    August……    photographer……     
Norwegian……    Germany……    accountant……    chemistry……       
September…… 
 
Exercise 6 
Work in pairs. Use the words in ex.5 to complete these conversations. Choose 
the words to match the stress shown. Then say the conversation together. 
1. A: What does she do? 
    B: She’s a(n)    • z • 
2. A: When are you going to Italy? 
    B:  In    z • 
3. A: I liked history at school. 
    B: My favourite subject was    • z • • 
4. A: Do you speak Swedish? 
    B: Yes, but I don’t speak    • z •   very well. 
5. A: Where are you flying to?  
    B: First to France and then to   • z •    
 
Exercise 7 
Listen to these sentences. Put a circle round the numbers you hear. 
1. 11.14 11.40   4. 17  70 
2. 15  50   5. £2.18 £2.80  
3. 16  60   6. £19 £90 
 
Exercise 8 
If you are not sure if someone has said 30 or 13, 40 or 14, and so on, you should 
ask them to repeat. These conversations show you how. Listen. 
                   z • 
A: He’ll be thirty tomorrow. 
                                           z •         • z 
B: I’m sorry. Did you say thirty or thirteen?  
      z • 
A: Thirty.                                                                    • z 
                                                 A: I live at number fourteen. 
                                                                                           z •         • z 
                                                 B: I’m sorry. Did you say forty or fourteen? 
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                                                         • z 
                                                 A: Fourteen.  
Listen again and repeat the conversations a line at a time. 
 
Exercise 9 
Work in pairs to make similar conversations starting with these sentences. 
1. That will be $30, please.                      3. To get to the theatre, catch bus 80. 
2. Turn to page 17.                                   4. I’ll see you at 3.15. 
 
Exercise 10 
If you are not sure of the stress pattern in a word, you could look in a 
dictionary. Write these words in the table. The first is done for you. 
motorbike   across   museum 
ambulance   photograph   suggestion  
machine   professor   July 
perhaps   garden   also    
 
z • • z z • • • z •    
  motorbike  
 
Exercise 11 
Many numbers have moving stress. Listen to this conversation. 
  A: Where does Jim live? 
        z        z 
  B: Lime Road. 
 
  A: What number does Jim live at? 
         z •       z 
  B: Twenty-two. 
 
  A: What’s Jim address? 
         z •       •      z      z 
  B: Twenty-two Lime Road. 
Listen again and repeat the conversation a line at a time. 
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Exercise 12 
Work in pairs to make similar questions and answers. 
Emma – 26, High Street 
Tom – 32, Nixon Road 
Ann – 63, Broad Road 
Sue – 58, Bond Road 
Philip – 45, New Street 
Bob – 89, Bristol Street 
Ray – 77, Edgar Road 
Louise – 94, Bull Road 
 
5. Self-check questions 
1. What types of word stress do you know?  
2. What prepositions usually have strong forms? 
3. What is a stress shift? 
4. Speak on the usage of weak and strong forms of personal pronouns. 
5. What do you remember about sentence stress? 
6. What English tones do you know? 
7. Read the conversation and mind the words with the sound |q|.  Practise the 
conversation: 
A: What shall we have for supper? 
B: Would you like bacon and eggs? 
A: No, not bacon and eggs tonight. What else have we got? 
B: There are some potatoes, and lots of tomatoes. We could have baked 
potatoes, and a tomato salad. 
A: I had a baked potato yesterday.  
B: Well then, you can buy some fish and chips, from the shop at the end of 
the road. 
A: OK. Shall we have a bottle of wine? 
B: No, just a jug of water. 
 
6. English rhythm practice 
Listen to this poem. Practise reading it. 
Rain 
It was raining, raining, raining hard. 
It was falling on my head. 
  It was falling on the stars. 
It was falling on the sun. 
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  It was falling on my shoes. 
I got soaking wet. 
  I got soaking wet. 
But I stayed outside. 
  I stayed outside. 
The rain was sweet. 
  The rain was warm. 
The rain was soft. 
It reminded me of home. 
It was raining, raining, raining hard. 
  It was falling, falling, falling on the stars. 
It was raining, raining, raining hard. 
  It was falling, falling, falling on the stars. 
Soft rain 
  Raining, raining 
Sweet rain 
  Raining, raining 
Warm rain 
  Raining, raining 
Sweet soft  Raining, raining 
Warm rain  Raining, raining 
Sweet soft  Raining, raining 
Warm rain  Raining, raining 
 
Unit 9 
 
RHYTHM 
 
Lesson Topic Hours References 
 Rhythm 4  
14 Rhythm. Stress groups. 2 O’Connor – p. 95 – 97, 
Karnevskaya – p. 55 – 57 
15 Rhythm units. 2 O’Connor – p. 97 – 100, 
Headway Pr.Pron. – p. 14, 
Headway Int.Pron. – p. 15, 43 
“Leisure” 
1. Key words 
 rhythm 
 stress group 
 rhythm unit 
 stress shift 
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2. Theoretical background 
The notion of rhythm /rIDm/ involves some event happening at regular 
intervals of time; one can detect the rhythm of a heart-beat or of a piece of 
music. It is often said that English speech is rhythmical, and that the rhythm in 
speech can be defined as regular occurrence of stressed syllables. It is not of 
course suggested that the timing is as regular as a clock – the regularity of 
occurrence is only relative. 
English has stress-timed rhythm, that is stressed syllables tend to occur at 
relatively regular intervals regardless whether they are separated by unstressed 
syllables or not. So, the time from each stressed syllable to the next is approximately 
the same, irrespective of the number of intervening unstressed syllables.  
All word groups or utterances can be divided into stress groups. A stress 
group is formed by a stressed syllable with any unstressed syllables which may 
follow it. And the fundamental rule of English rhythm is this: each stress group 
within an utterance (or a word group) is given the same amount of time. 
The shortest stress group consists of one stressed syllable without any 
unstressed ones following it. In this case the length of the syllable depends on 
the natural length of the vowel and the following consonant(s), if any. 
/naV/ is a very long syllable because it has a diphthong and no following 
consonant; 
/mHn/ is also very long because it has a long vowel followed by a weak 
consonant; 
/wen/ is a little shorter because it has a short vowel, but it is made slightly 
longer by the following weak consonant; 
/jes/ is the shortest of these syllables because it has a short vowel followed 
by a strong consonant which makes it a little shorter. 
The stressed syllable may be followed by some unstressed syllables. But 
these unstressed syllables are not said very quickly; what happens is that the 
stressed syllable and the following unstressed syllable(s) share equally the 
amount of time which a single stressed syllable would have; so /*naIn/, 
/*naIntI/ and /*naIntIqT/ will be pronounced within the same period of time. 
And it happens like this: ( I••••••I – shows a period of time given for the 
pronunciation of each stress group) 
 
/*naIn/ /*naIn - tI/ /*naIn - tI - qT/ 
I••••••I I••• - •••I I•• - •• - ••I 
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So, in /*naIn/ the stressed syllable is made rather long; in /*naIntI/ the 
stressed syllable and the unstressed syllable are equal in length and they are only 
half as long as the stressed syllable in /*naIn/; and in /*naIntIqT/ all three 
syllables have the same length and they are three times as short as the stressed 
syllable in /*naIn/. 
If there are several stress groups in an utterance they are all given the same 
amount of time, too. For example, in /*lets *vIzIt *grxnmADq/ there are three 
stress groups and each of them is pronounced within the same time interval.  
The stressed syllable may also have some unstressed syllables before it. 
These unstressed syllables are said very quickly, so they are all very short, as 
short as you can make them; but the stressed syllable is as long as before, so 
there is a great difference in length between the unstressed syllables and the 
stressed one (e.g. /aI m *hIq/; /aI wqz *hIq/; /aI wqz In *hIq/ - the stressed 
syllable is very long and unstressed syllables are very short). 
A unit which has a stressed syllable as its centre and any unstressed 
syllables which may come before it and after it is called a rhythm unit. A 
rhythm unit is usually bigger than a stress group (because it also has unstressed 
syllables before the stressed one which a stress group has not). But sometimes 
they can coincide; it happens when there are no unstressed syllables before the 
stressed one. 
In an utterance it is sometimes difficult to decide what words or syllables 
go together in a rhythm unit. There exist some rules: 
1. Any unstressed syllables at the beginning of a word group must go together 
with the following stress group:  
|| aIwqzIn*lAndqn || (I was in London) 
2. If the unstressed syllable(s) is part of the same word as the stressed syllable 
they belong to the same rhythm unit: 
|| *CJpq    *feqz || (cheaper fares)    
|| *CJp    q*feqz || (cheap affairs) 
3. If the unstressed syllable(s) is closely connected grammatically to the 
stressed word, although not a part of that word, they belong to the same 
rhythm unit:  
|| *RskIm  *tqdHIt || (ask him to do it) 
4. Whenever you are in doubt as to which rhythm unit unstressed syllables 
belong to, put them after a stress rather than before it. So in He was older than 
me, if you are doubtful about /Dqn/, put it with /qVldq/ and not with /mJ/: 
|| hJwqz*qVldqDqn  *mJ || 
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There is a tendency in English to avoid neighbouring stressed syllables. 
And in order not to place primary stresses on neighbouring syllables such 
phenomenon as stress shift takes place. When a word (simple or compound) has 
in isolation a primary stress preceded by a secondary stress, the primary stress 
may be moved to the syllable carrying secondary stress in isolation (e.g. 
thir teen, but  thirteen  shillings; Japa nese, but  a Japanese  doctor). It 
should be noted, too, that, when a strongly stressed syllable closely precedes, 
secondary stress may be lost (e.g. eight  thir teen).  
 
3. Self-check questions 
1. Name four rules of dividing the stretch of speech into rhythm units. 
2. Give the definition of rhythm. 
3. What is the main rule of the English rhythm? 
 
4. English rhythm practice 
Listen to this poem. Practise reading it. 
The beaches of Mexico 
Have you ever seen the beaches of Mexico? 
Have you ever walked the streets of San Juan? 
Have you ever been to Haiti? 
Have you ever been to Spain? 
Have you ever walked barefoot 
in a heavy rain? 
Have you ever been in trouble? 
Have you ever been in pain? 
Have you ever been in love? 
Would you do it all again? 
Well, I’ve never seen the beaches of Mexico. 
I’ve never walked the streets of San Juan. 
I’ve never been to Haiti. 
I’ve never been to Spain. 
I’ve never walked barefoot 
in a heavy rain. 
But I’ve sure been in trouble, 
I’ve sure been in pain, 
I’ve sure been in love, 
I’d do it all again. 
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Unit 10 
 
FLUENCY 
 
Lesson Topic Hours References 
 Fluency 8  
16 Linking. Consonant + vowel. 2 O’Connor – p. 100 – 102, 
Headway El.Pron. – p. 8, 24, 25, 43 
17 Linking sounds [j, w, r]. 2 O’Connor – p. 100 – 102, 
Headway Pr.Pron. – p. 2, 33, 40, 
Headway Int.Pron. – p. 61, 73 
“The season” 
18 Alterations. 2 O’Connor – p. 102 – 103, 
Headway Int.Pron. – p. 41, 68 
19 Disappearances (elision). 2 O’Connor – p. 103 – 105, 
Headway Int.Pron. – p. 81 
“To a false friend” 
 
1. Key words 
 fluency 
 linking 
 linking and intrusive /r/ 
 alteration 
 yod coalescence 
 elision  
 
2. Theoretical background 
2.1 Linking 
When you speak you must pay attention to saying utterances fluently, 
smoothly, with no gaps or hesitations in the middle. In English words are not 
separated from each other: the end of one word flows straight on to the 
beginning of the next. 
One of the difficulties which foreign learners often face is connected with a 
vowel at the beginning of words, especially if it begins a stressed syllable. For 
example, /*bIg *xpl/. English speakers glide smoothly from the final sound of 
the word to the initial vowel of the following word with no break, no hesitation. 
When the final sound of the word before is a consonant, it will help if you 
imagine that it belongs to the following word (e.g. /*bI *gxpl/). 
If the final sound of the word before is a vowel there are various ways of 
connecting two words together. There are several linking sounds that help us to 
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do it. If the word ends in /J/, /I/, /aI/, /eI/, /OI/  we can use a little /j/-sound as the 
link. It is very gentle. We distinguish between my ears and my years (/maI *jIqz/ 
and /maI *jIqz/), where /jIqz/ has a longer and stronger /j/ than the short and 
gentle glide before /Iqz/. 
Similarly, after /H/ and diphthongs /qV, aV/  we can use linking /w/-sound. 
Again we distinguish between two-eyed and too wide (/*tH *waId/ and /*tH 
*waId/): /w/ in /waId/ is longer and stronger than the linking sound /w/. 
Some vowels can be linked to a following vowel by /r/. We can speak 
about two kinds of /r/-sound: linking /r/ and intrusive /r/. RP has a word-final /r/ 
as a linking form when the following word begins with a vowel. So, linking /r/ 
exists in cases where there is a letter ‘r’ in spelling at the end of words (far off  
/fRr Pf/,  four apples  /fLr xplz/). By analogy, /r/ can be used to link words 
together even if there is no ‘r’ in spelling. This kind of /r/ is called intrusive 
(Russia and China  /rASqr qnd CaInq/, idea of  /aIdIqr qv/). Its usage is greatly 
disapproved of by native speakers, so you’d better avoid using it in speech. 
When we connect other vowels to a following vowel without linking sounds, 
we just glide smoothly from one to the other with no interruption of the voice. 
 
2.2 Changing word shapes 
We have already seen that some words have weak and strong forms depending 
on their place in the utterance and on stress. The shape of a word may also be altered 
by nearby sounds. Or some sounds may disappear in very quick speech. 
 
2.2.1 Alterations 
These changes are based on practically similar mouth articulations which 
are the result of assimilatory tendencies, usually regressive. They involve 
changes of the place of articulation of a preceding consonant. They are 
characteristic of very rapid speech. Though such changes are normal in 
colloquial speech, native speakers are usually unaware that they are made. 
Final alveolar consonants /t, d, n, s, z/ readily assimilate to the place of 
articulation of the following word-initial consonant. /t, d, n/ are replaced by /p, 
b, m/ if they precede them (right place  /raIp pleIs/, good boy  /gVb bOI/, ten 
boxes  /tem bPksIz/); and they are replaced by /k, g, N/ if the alveolar 
consonants  stand before them (white coat  /waIk kqVt/, good girl  /gVg gE:l/, 
one cup  /wAN kAp/). /s, z/ are replaced by /S, Z/ if they are found before 
consonants containing a palatal feature (consonants for the articulation of which 
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we use the hard palate, e.g. /S, C, G, j/). For example: this year /DIS jIq/, those 
shops /DqVZ SPps/, etc. 
When alveolar consonants /t, d, n/ are close in clusters which can undergo 
assimilation, all (or none) of them will be altered (don’t be late /dqVmp bi leIt/). 
There is such a process that is called yod coalescence. This is the process 
which leads or has led to /t, d, s, z/ + /j/ giving /C, G, S, Z/ in a word (nature, 
mission) or at a word boundary (would you  /'wVGV/, do you  /GV/). The 
coalescence is more complete in the case of  /t, d/ + /j/ (especially in questions).  
Sometimes the strong consonant of a pair replaces the weak consonant in 
compound words like fivepence  /'faIfpqns/  and newspaper  /'njHspeIpq/. 
Notice too that the English do not replace the strong consonant by the weak. 
Some of the alterations mentioned here have taken place in the past inside 
English words, leaving them with a shape which is now normal. For example: 
handkerchief  /'hxNkqCJf/, special  /'speSl/, soldier  /'sqVlGq/, etc.  
 
2.2.2 Disappearances (elision) 
Elision means the dropping of a sound or sounds, either within a word or at 
a junction of words. Elision is a feature of rapid colloquial speech, while formal 
speech tends to retain the full form of words under the influence of spelling. 
The alveolar consonants /t, d/ are mostly affected by this process. Such 
disappearances take place most readily when /t, d/  are the middle ones of three 
consonants (last time  /lRs taIm/, best man  /bes mxn/, left knee  /lef nJ/, next 
week  /neks wJk/, kind nurse  /kaIn nE:s/, tinned beans  /tIn bJnz/, strict parents  
/strIk peqrqnts/, etc.). Any consonant may appear in the third position, though 
disappearances of the alveolar stop consonants are rather rare before /h/ and /j/.  
Another example is the elision of /h/ in pronouns and auxiliaries. Pronouns 
with initial /h/ and the auxiliaries “have, has, had” commonly lose /h/ when they 
are unstressed within an utterance. /h/ is pronounced in these words when they 
are initial in an utterance or when they are stressed. 
Similar disappearances have taken place in the past inside English words, 
leaving them with a shape which is now normal. For example: grandmother 
/'grxnmADq/, handsome /'hxnsqm/, castle /'kRsl/, postman /'pqVsmqn/, etc. 
There are other cases where two forms may be heard: often /'Pfn, 'Pftqn/, 
kindness /'kaInnIs, 'kaIndnIs/. You can use whichever you find easier. 
It must be remembered that elisions of consonants in consonant clusters are 
not always permissible. In general, clusters of two identical consonants at a word 
boundary must not be reduced by elision. The two consonants should be run 
together smoothly without a break (what time /wPt taIm/, with this /wID DIs/). 
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Vowels can disappear, too. When one syllable ends with a closing 
diphthong and the next syllable begins with a vowel, the second element of the 
diphthong may disappear (going /'gqIN/, I enjoy it  /aI InGO It/). 
And vowels have also disappeared from English words in the past, leaving a 
form which is the normal one: garden /'gRdn/, Edinburgh /'ednbrq/, interest 
/'Intrqst/, history /'hIstrI/. In other cases there are two possibilities, for example: 
generous /'Genqrqs, 'Genrqs/, deliberate /dI'lIbqrqt, dI'lIbrqt/, etc. 
 
3. Self-check questions 
Read the dialogue and analyze all types of linking. Mark the linking. Now 
practise the conversation, linking the words smoothly. 
A: Ann’s just phoned. She and Diana are both on their way. Is dinner ready?      
Can I help you? 
B: Yes. Can you get out two eggs from the fridge? 
A: Which eggs? The large ones or the small ones? 
B: The large ones. Small eggs are no good. 
A: OK. Anything else? 
B: Yes. Squeeze another orange, and put the fresh orange juice in a jug, 
please. 
A: Right. What next? 
B: There’s a pie in the oven. Take it out, and slide it under the grill. Then 
finish laying the table for me. Each person needs a knife and fork, and a 
cup and saucer. And then, could you scrub all these potatoes. 
A: Come on, Anne and Diana! 
 
4. English rhythm practice 
Listen to this poem. Practise reading it. 
Sand 
If I were home, 
If I were home, 
I’d run to the beach, 
take off my shoes 
and walk in the sand. 
I’d shake the sand off my shoes. 
I’d feel it between my toes. 
I’d smell wet sand in my hair. 
I’d feel it in my eyes. 
My face would sparkle from the sand. 
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I would say, “I hate this sand.” 
Back home, the bed would be full of sand 
and my clothes, and my hair. 
I would wake up and feel the sand in my hair. 
Oh, it’s been so long 
since I have felt sand 
in my hair. 
 
 
Unit 11 
 
INTONATION 
 
Lesson Topic Hours References 
 Intonation 24  
20 Intonation.  
Utterance and its structure. 
Tones. 
2 O’Connor – p. 108 – 111, 
Karnevskaya – p. 15 – 16, 25 – 27, 
Lab works 15, 17 
21 Tunes. Melody. 2 O’Connor – p. 111 – 114, 
“No enemies” 
22 The Glide-Down. 2 O’Connor – p. 111 – 114 
23 The Glide-Up. 2 O’Connor – p. 114 – 116, 
“If” 
24 The Take-Off. 2 O’Connor – p. 116 – 117 
25 The Dive. 2 O’Connor – p. 117 – 120 
26 Fall-Rise Undivided. 2 O’Connor – p. 117 – 120, 
Karnevskaya – p. 150 – 151, 
“Bed in summer” 
27 Fall-Rise Divided. 2 O’Connor – p. 117 – 120 
28 Usage of the tunes.  
Statements. 
2 O’Connor – p. 120 – 122 
29 Wh-questions. 
Yes/no-questions. 
2 O’Connor – p. 122 – 123, 
“Little birdie” 
30 Tag-questions. 2 O’Connor – p. 123 – 124 
31 Commands. 
Exclamations. 
2 O’Connor – p. 124 – 126 
32 Revision. 2  
33 Colloquium. 2  
34 Colloquium. 2  
35 Final phonetic test. 2  
36 Revision. 2  
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1. Key words 
 intonation 
 tone languages 
 utterance 
 nucleus 
 tones (Fall, Rise, Fall-Rise, Rise-Fall, Level) 
 pre-head 
 head 
 tail 
 tunes (the Glide-Down, the Glide-Up, the Take-Off, the Dive) 
 important and stressed words 
 Fall-Rise Divided and Undivided 
 
2. Theoretical background 
2.1 Intonation 
What is intonation? No definition is completely satisfactory, but we must 
agree that the pitch of the voice plays the most important part. There are no 
languages which are spoken as a monotone. Every language has melody in it; no 
language is spoken on the same musical note all the time. The voice goes up and 
down and the different notes of the voice combine to makes tunes. In some 
languages the tune mainly belongs to the word, being part of its shape, and if the 
tune of the word is wrong its shape is spoiled. The Chinese languages are like this 
and so are many others in south-east Asia, Africa and America. In these languages 
the same sounds said with different tunes may make quite different words: in 
Mandarin Chinese /mR/ said with a level tone means mother, but /mR/ with a 
rising tune means horse. Languages like this are called tone languages.  
In many others languages, for example English, the tune belongs not to the 
word but to the word group. Tunes do not change the meaning of words in 
English, but nevertheless tunes play an important part. We can say a word group 
definitely or we can say it hesitantly, we can say it angrily or kindly, we can say 
it with interest or without interest, etc. Intonation has several functions: 
• it enables us to express emotions and attitudes as we speak; 
• it helps to draw listeners’ attention to the most important words which carry 
most of information; 
• it helps to recognise the grammar and syntactic structure of a phrase.  
Some people imagine that intonation is the same for all languages, but this 
is not true. Intonation of languages such as, for example, Italian or Hindu or 
Russian is different from that of English.  
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So, trying to sum up what has been said, we can give the following definition 
of intonation: intonation is a complex unity of speech melody, utterance stress, 
rhythm and tempo which enables the speaker to express his thoughts, emotions and 
attitude towards the contents of the utterance and the listener. 
 
2.2 Utterance and its structure 
Speech is divided into short pieces which are pronounced without any 
breaks within them. These are called utterances. So an utterance is a continuous 
piece of speech beginning and ending with a clear pause. Any utterance has a 
fairly clearly-defined structure. 
In an utterance there may be several important words which carry most of 
the meaning. The stressed syllable of the most important word is called nucleus 
/'njHklIqs/. It is considered to be the centre of an utterance and it will have the 
greatest stress. This syllable will be pronounced with the change in the pitch 
(height) of our voice. This kind of utterance stress can be called a tone.   As you 
know already there are five main tones in English: 
• Falling tone is usually regarded as more or less “neutral”. If someone is 
asked a question and replies yes or no it will be understood that the 
question is now answered and that there is nothing more to be said. The fall 
could be said to give an impression of “finality”, “definiteness”. 
• Rising tone conveys an impression that something more is to follow. If 
someone replies yes or no it will sound like an “invitation to continue” 
with what was intended to say. To reply with the falling tone would give a 
feeling of “end of the conversation”. Rising tone is also used in general 
questions and when you are making a list. 
• Fall-rise is used a lot in English and has some rather special functions. It can 
mean interest, reservation, hesitation, warning, correction, friendliness, etc. 
For example the reply to the statement I’ve heard that it’s a good school may 
be yes meaning that the listener would not completely agree with what  was 
said, and he would probably be expected to go on to explain why he was 
reluctant to agree. 
• Rise-fall is used to convey rather strong feelings of approval, disapproval or 
surprise. It is not usually considered to be an important tone for foreign 
learners to acquire, though it is still useful practice to learn to distinguish it 
from other tones. For example, You wouldn’t do an awful thing like that, 
would you? - no (indignation, disapproval). 
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• Level tone (_yes, _no) is used in English but in a rather restricted context: it 
almost always conveys a feeling of saying something routine, uninteresting 
or boring. 
Unstressed and partially stressed syllables at the beginning of an utterance are 
called the pre-head /'prJhed/. They are usually pronounced on a very low pitch.  
A piece of an utterance starting from the first full stressed syllable 
(including it) up to the nucleus is called the head. It follows that if there is no 
stressed syllable before the nucleus, there cannot be any head in an utterance.   
All unstressed and partially stressed syllables following the nucleus are 
called the tail. 
The structure of an utterance can be illustrated with the help of the 
following example: 
 
     I   am   a   student of  Polotsk  State  Uni versity. 
  
             z  •  • 
               z  •  z  •  •   z 
 
       •  •  •                   •  • 
    pre-head                  head              nucleus    tail 
 
 
2.3 Tune shapes 
As it has been already said, when we pronounce an utterance the voice goes 
up and down and the different notes of the voice combine to make tunes. In 
English the tune belongs not to a single word but to the whole utterance or word 
group. The shape of the tune is decided partly by the number of important words 
in an utterance and partly by the exact attitude you wish to express. Important 
words carry most of the meaning in an utterance. An important word always has 
a stressed syllable and usually has a change of pitch connected to it. But not all 
stressed words in an utterance can be called important: some words may be 
stressed simply to preserve rhythm, and the fact that there is no change of pitch 
shows that the speaker does not treat them as important. 
Also the attitude of the speaker, his feelings as he says an utterance, affects 
the tune-shape, and affects it very much, as we shall see later. 
 
2.3.1 The Glide-Down  
In the shortest word groups, where we use just one important word, the 
falling tune consists of a fall in the voice from a fairly high pitch to a very low 
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one. The fall is on the stressed syllable or from the stressed syllable to a 
following one: 
Two.    Excellent. 
        
 
• On a single syllable the voice falls within the syllable. 
• On more than one syllable the voice either falls within the stressed syllable or 
it jumps down from that syllable to the next. 
• Unstressed syllables at the end are all very low. 
If there are other words following the fall they may have stress, but they are 
still said on that very low pitch, just like unstressed syllables: 
 
He was in an ap pallingly  bad  temper. 
 
When there is more than one important word in an utterance, the last one 
has the fall but the others are treated differently: 
• The stressed syllable of the first important word is high and any unstressed 
syllables following it are on the same pitch. 
• The stressed syllable of the second important word is a little lower and any 
unstressed syllables following it are on the same pitch. 
• The fall starts at the same pitch as the syllable just before it. 
In groups with more than three important words the stressed syllable of 
each one is lower than the one before; this is why we call the tune the Glide-
Down. 
 
How can I  possibly  pay him  two  hundred   pounds? 
 
 
If there are any unstressed syllables before the stressed syllable of the first 
important word, these are all said on a rather low pitch. Also, any stressed 
syllables near the beginning which belong to words which are not important are 
said on this same rather low pitch. 
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I was glad.    He  seems  very nice. 
     
 
These low syllables at the beginning are not at the lowest possible pitch like 
the ones at the end, but they must be lower than the high pitch which follows. 
We have a way of showing the Glide-Down which is simpler and quicker 
than the dots and lines. Before the stressed syllable where the voice falls we put 
( ). Before the stressed syllable of each other important word we put ( ). Each of 
these marks shows a step, beginning with a high one and gradually coming 
lower until the fall is reached. Unstressed syllables at the beginning as well as at 
the end have no mark before them. If there is a low-pitched stress near the 
beginning it is marked by ( ). And the same mark is used for stressed syllables 
which come after the fall. 
 
2.3.2 The Glide-Up 
The Glide-Up is just like the Glide-Down except that it ends with a rise in 
the voice instead of a fall. Both important and unimportant words before the rise 
are treated exactly as in the Glide-Down: unstressed syllables at the beginning 
are low, and there is a step at the stressed syllable of each important word.  
 
But  is it  true that you are  changing your  job? 
 
 
 
 
The stressed syllable of the last important word is low and the voice rises 
from a low pitch to one just above the middle of the voice. When there are any 
unstressed syllables following it, then again the stressed syllable of the last 
important word is low and the voice jumps up to the unstressed syllable. And 
each following unstressed syllable is a little higher, the last one of all being on a 
fairly high note. 
 
Are you  there?   But  have you  posted it? 
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There may be stressed words within the rise, but they are not felt to be 
important and they behave just like unstressed syllables. 
 
Forty of them were  there. 
 
In the simpler intonation marking, we use ( ) before the stressed syllable 
of the last important word to show where the rise starts. And we use ( ) before 
any stressed syllables within the rise. The other marks are the same as for the 
Glide-Down. 
 
2.3.3 The Take-Off 
This tune also ends with a rise in the voice, like the Glide-Up, but any 
words and syllables before the rise are low. 
 
I was  only  trying to  help. 
 
 
We call this tune the Take-Off because, like an aeroplane taking off, it 
starts by running along at a low level and finally rises into the air.  
The rise, as in the Glide-Up, either takes place on one syllable or it is 
spread over several syllables. 
Before the rise any stressed word is felt to be important, even though there 
is no change of pitch. All the syllables before the rise are said on the same low 
pitch as the beginning of the rise; they must not be higher than this, or you will 
have a Glide-Up instead of a Take-Off. 
In the simpler intonation marking the rise has the same mark as before ( ), 
stressed syllables after this have ( ), and stressed syllables before it have ( ). 
 
2.3.4 The Dive 
 In its shortest form this tune consists of a fall rather high to low and then a 
rise to about the middle of the voice. 
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Five.   Why? 
   
 
This fall-rise is connected with the stressed syllable of the last important 
word, like the fall and the rise of the other tunes. But it is only completed on one 
syllable if that syllable is final in the word group: 
  
She was  quite  kind. 
 
 
If there is one or several syllables following, the fall and the rise are 
separated. The fall is on the stressed syllable of the last important word and the 
rise is on the last syllable of all. This variant of the fall-rise is called Fall-Rise 
Undivided and we put (  ) before it in simpler intonation marking. 
 
Twenty.    Twenty of them. 
         
 
If there are stressed (but not important) words following the fall, the rise at 
the end starts from the last of the stressed syllables. This variant is called Fall-
Rise Divided and we mark the fall with ( ) and we put (  ) before the last 
stressed syllable of all; any other stressed syllables have ( ) before them. 
 
That  wasn’t  very  friendly. 
 
Other intonation marks are the same as for the Glide-Down and Glide-Up. 
Words or syllables before the fall are said in the same way as for the Glide-
Down and Glide-Up: unstressed syllables at the beginning are low, and there is a 
step at the stressed syllable of each important word.  Notice that the fall of the 
fall-rise always starts from a fairly high note.  
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I  may be  able to  come on  Monday. 
 
 
2.4 Usage of the tunes 
2.4.1 The usage of The Glide-Up 
• We use the Glide-Down for statements which are complete and definite: 
|| It was  quite  good || 
|| I  liked it  very  much || 
|| I  wouldn’t  mind  seeing it  a gain || 
• We use the Glide –Down in wh-questions if we want the question to sound 
more business-like and interested in the subject, and also for one-word 
questions (unless they are repetition-questions): 
|| Why did you  change your  mind? || 
|| Who on  earth was  that? || 
|| Which? || 
• We use the Glide-Down in short yes-no questions used as responses, like 
Did you?, Has she?, etc: 
(John’s on holiday) || Is he? || 
(I went to the theatre last night) || Did you? || 
• We use the Glide-Down in tag-questions where the word not occurs in either 
the statement or the tag-question to force the other person to agree with us: 
|| It’s  cold to day |  isn’t it? || (forcing the answer Yes) 
|| It was a  very  good  film |  wasn’t it? || 
|| You  won’t  worry |  will you? || (forcing the answer No) 
|| He  can’t  really  help it |  can he? || 
• We use the Glide-Down for strong commands: 
|| Don’t be a  stupid  idiot || 
|| Take your  feet off the  chair || 
|| Come and have  dinner with us || 
|| Have some  cheese || 
• We use the Glide-Down for strong exclamations: 
|| Good  Heavens! || 
|| How extra ordinary! || 
|| What a  very  pretty  dress! || 
|| Nonsense! || 
|| Splendid! || 
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Remember that Thank you comes in this class when it expresses real 
gratitude: 
|| Thank you || 
|| Thank you  very  much || 
 
2.4.2 The usage of the Glide-Up 
• We use the Glide-Up in statements if they are intended to be soothing or 
encouraging: 
|| I  shan’t be  long || 
|| John’ll be  here  soon || 
|| I  won’t  drive  too  fast || (so don’t worry) 
• We use the Glide-Up in statements if they are intended as questions: 
|| You ⁄like it? || 
|| You  can’t  go? || 
|| He  doesn’t  want to  lend you it? || 
• We use the Glide-Up in wh-questions if we want to show as much interest 
in the other person as in the subject: 
|| How’s your  daughter? || 
|| When are you  coming to  see us? || 
|| When did you get  back from  holiday? || 
• We use the Glide-Up in all yes-no questions except when they are used as 
responses: 
|| Have you  seen him  yet? || 
|| Did  John  post  that  letter? || 
|| Can I  see it? || 
• Notice that the Glide-Up is also used for repetition-questions of this type 
(yes-no questions): 
(Have you seen him yet?) || Have I  seen him  yet? || 
(Will you help me?) || Will I  help you? || 
• We use the Glide-Up in exclamations for greetings and for saying goodbye: 
|| Good morning || 
|| Hul lo || 
|| Good bye || 
|| Good night || 
• We use the Glide-Up for exclamations which refer to something not very 
exciting or unexpected: 
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|| Thank you || 
|| Good || 
|| All  right || 
|| Good  luck || 
 
2.4.3 The usage of the Take-Off 
• We use the Take-Off in a statement if it is a grumble: 
|| I  didn’t  hurt you || (so why make all that fuss?) 
|| You  can’t  possibly  do  that? || (you ought to know better) 
|| I  did || (grumbling contradiction) 
• We use the Take-Off in wh-questions if they are repetition-questions, when 
we are repeating someone else’s question or when we want the other person 
to repeat some information: 
|| When did I  go? || (Or where?) 
||  Why? || (Because I wanted to) 
(I arrived at ten o’clock) ||  When? || 
(It took me two hours) ||  How  long? || 
(John told me to do it) ||  Who  told you to  do it? || 
Notice that in questions where the other person is being asked to repeat 
information, the rise begins on the wh-word. 
• We use the Take-Off in tag-questions after commands: 
|| Come over  here |  will you? || 
|| Let’s have some  music |  shall we? || 
|| Hold  this for me |  would you? || 
• We use the Take-Off in tag-questions if neither the statement nor the tag-
question have the word not in them: 
|| You  liked it |  did you? || 
|| They’d  like some  more |  would they? || 
• We use the Take-Off in tag-questions when we don’t want the other person 
to agree with us, but to give his opinion: 
|| You’re  coming to  tea with us |  aren’t you? || 
|| You  weren’t  here on  Wednesday |  were you? || 
|| He  didn’t  look  ill |  did he? || 
• We use the Take-Off in exclamation if it is questioning: 
||  Oh? || 
||  Really? || 
||  Well? || 
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2.4.4 The usage of the Dive 
We use the Dive: 
• in a statement if the statement is not complete but leading to a following 
word-group: 
|| I  looked at him | (and recognized him at once) 
|| She  took the  car | (and drove to London) 
|| When  ever he  comes to  visit us | (he tries to borrow money) 
• in statements which show reservations on the part of the speaker and which 
might be followed by but… or by you must admit or I must admit: 
|| He’s  generous || (but I don’t trust him) 
|| He’s  handsome || (you must admit) 
|| I could  take you  there to morrow || (but not today) 
|| I  like your hat || (I must admit) 
|| It  wasn’t a  very  nice  thing to do || (you must admit) 
• if the statement is a correction of what someone else has said: 
(He’s forty-five) || Forty- six || 
(I like him a lot) || You  used to  like him || 
(I can’t do it) || You  can’t do it  that  way || 
• if the statement is a warning: 
|| You’ll be  late || 
|| I  shan’t  tell you a gain || 
|| You  mustn’t  shake it  too  much || 
• if the statement has two parts, of which the first is more important than the 
second, with the fall in the first part and the rise in the second: 
|| I  went to  London on  Monday || 
|| You can  keep it if you  really  want it || 
|| He was  very  well when I  last  saw him || 
|| I’m  very  comfortable  thank you || 
• in commands if we want the command to sound pleading, more a request 
than an order, with the fall on Do or Don’t if they occur, or on the main verb 
if not, and the rise at the end: 
|| Shut the  window || 
|| Do have some  more  tea || 
|| Send it as  soon as you  can || 
|| Don’t  make me  angry || 
Notice commands with only one important word: 
|| Try || 
|| Take it || 
|| Lend it to them || 
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3. Lab works 
3.1 Lab work 15. Tones 
Exercise 1. Repetition of tones 
Listen and repeat: 
Fall: yes no well four 
Rise: yes no well four 
Fall-rise: yes no well four 
Rise-fall: yes no well four 
Level: _yes _no _well _four 
 
Exercise 2. Production of tones 
When you hear the number, say the syllable with the tone indicated: 
1. them 5. what 9. now 
2. why 6. no 10. end 
3. well 7. here  
4. John 8. you  
 
Exercise 3. Identification 
You will hear each syllable twice. Write an appropriate tone symbol (1…10). 
 
Exercise 4. Production in context 
When you hear the sentence, say the response with the tone indicated. 
Hello, is that 661071? yes 
Do you know any scientists? some 
Keep away from the road! why 
How many dogs have you got? two 
Have you ever heard such a terrible thing? no 
What colour is your car? red 
Do you want my plate? please
Don’t you like it? yes 
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You haven’t seen my watch, have you? no 
What was the weather like? wet 
 
3.2 Lab work 17. Intonation 
Exercise 1. Repetition of the nucleus plus tail 
Listen and repeat, taking care to continue the pitch movement of the tone over 
the tail: 
Bill  bought it. Four of them  came. Why do you  do it? 
Bill  bought it. Four of them  came. Why do you  do it? 
Bill  bought it. Four of them  came. Why do you  do it? 
Bill  bought it. Four of them  came. Why do you  do it? 
 
Exercise 2. Production of nucleus plus tail 
The items from Exercise 1 will be used again. When you hear the number, say 
the item with the tone that is marked (1…12). 
 
Exercise 3. High and low head 
The following utterances will be repeated with high and low heads. Listen and 
repeat: 
Taxes have  risen by  five per cent. 
Taxes have  risen by  five per cent. 
 
Haven’t you  asked the  boss for  more? 
Haven’t you  asked the  boss for  more? 
 
We  don’t have  time to  read the paper. 
We  don’t have  time to  read the paper. 
Wouldn’t you  like to  read it on the  train? 
Wouldn’t you  like to  read it on the  train? 
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Exercise 4. Transcription 
Each item will be pronounced three times. You must transcribe the utterances 
and mark their intonation (1…10). 
4. Additional exercises 
Exercise 1 
Listen to these examples. Notice how the voice falls at the end. 
It’s mine.   She’s from Rome.  Is it yours?  
I  met him at a disco. 
 
Now listen to these examples. Notice how the voice rises at the end. 
I  think so.  Probably.  Are they  here yet? 
Is this the  Paris train? 
 
Exercise 2 
Listen to these sentences halves. Write P in the space if the voice falls at the end 
and write N if it goes up. Two are done for you. 
1. a) I went to London…P  b) …on Saturday. N 
2. a) David…    b) …works in a bookshop. 
3. a) There’s some cake…  b) …in the kitchen. 
4. a) In Hong Kong…   b) …last year. 
5. a) I’m fairly sure…   b) …it’s upstairs. 
6. a) Yes,…     b) …of course. 
7. a) Turn left here…   b) …then go straight on. 
8. a) Oh dear,…    b) …I am sorry. 
9. a) I like it…    b) …very much. 
10. a) I don’t smoke…   b) …thank you. 
 
Exercise 3 
Listen to these short sentences and decide if the tone at the end is: 
a) FALLING P             b) RISING N             c) FALLING - RISING  
The first three are done for you. Notice that the tone starts in the last prominent 
word. 
1. CAN you? b  6. What TIME is it?         
2. That’s FINE. a  7. It’s BEAUtiful. 
3. PRObably. c  8. SOMEtimes. 
4. You DIDN’T.   9. I HOPE so. 
5. Is THIS right?   10. HAVE another BIScuit. 
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Exercise 4 
Listen to these short conversations. Concentrate particularly on what B says in 
each. The prominent words in B’s parts are in capital letters. The first tone B 
uses is shown with an arrow. Is the second tone B uses the same or different? 
Write S or D in the space. 
  Same (S) or Different (D) 
1. A: Shall we go for a 
drive? 
B: PYES - PI’d LOVE to. S 
2. A: Have you 
finished painting? 
B: PNO - NOT YET.  
3. A: Can you come 
on Monday? 
B: PYES - I THINK so.  
4. A: Do you mind if I 
smoke? 
B: PNO - not REAlly.  
5. A: Bye. B: Bye - see you 
toMOrrow. 
 
6. A: Are you going 
on holiday this year? 
B: perHAPS - I don’t 
KNOW yet. 
 
7. A: Jim and Sheila 
are getting married! 
B: REAlly - I 
THOUGHT they would. 
 
8. A: When are you 
going to London? 
B: Pon SUNday - IF the 
WEAther’s good. 
 
Listen again and decide what the second tone is that B uses in each sentence. 
Draw arrows to show if the tone is falling, rising or falling-rising. 
 
Exercise 5 
Work in pairs. Take A and B’s parts and say the short conversations together. A 
should check that B is using the correct tones. 
 
5. Self-check questions 
1. What is intonation? 
2. Compare the head, the nucleus and the tail of the Take Off with the same 
components of the Glide Up. 
3. Give the definition of an utterance. 
4. Dwell on the difference between the Fall-Rise Divided and Undivided. 
5. What is the structure of an utterance? 
6. Compare the head, the nucleus and the tail of the Glide Down with the same 
components of the Dive. 
7. What is the difference between a tone and a tune? 
8. How can statements be pronounced? 
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